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t What do you do with pop and legislature passed the litter act % rE : " " 
or cans that you have which states that any store ' i I 
~atiously paid two cents a seliing soft drinks must'in turn 
ece for? " " ' ' redeem the bottles at two cents . - ; ; . ! ,  :~ : 
ut them in yonr  basement  or . . . .  ' Cleared up rag  and then  take  ' . 
mn&...cross them and si[9~ r Theact  was supposed ly  • ,.;: 
passed to help remedy the ,; 
hen l ,  
Chances are it will either take severe pollution problem in B;C. 
However one major chain ~, 
ou a while to redeem your store spokesman said the . .  
ennies or you won't get a reason hiscompanyis hesitant The aura of 'mystery either extended or withdrawn. 
efund at all. ' surrounding a proposed million , The store that you purchased ~eytake back the cans is that 
are unsanitary and could dollar shopping centre complex DRAWINGS K 
~ernalted orcarbonated drinks pose a health problem in food on Lakelse Avenue in Terrace The prel iminary drawings 
rom will probabl~, not redeem stores, was cleared Monday. revealed a 44,000 square foot , 
mur money or if it does it will Many of the cans are A represenlative of Block wood and glass shopping centre. : ;  
rely allow a maximum of 18 collected from ditches, beaches, Brothers Realty . outlined Current plans are for a five 
~lurns. ~ , . 
Terrace's two main soft drink etc. and have, at any rate, been reasons and drawings for the store, one theatre centre with , 
fouled by personal germs, proposed project at a public parking facilities for 104 cars, ~; 
listributors and almost, all of One o f  the 'soft drink rezoning hearing in Municipal heTheparkingfacilifies, t i 
the retail stores in Terrace Will distributors is both disturbed Hall. said. • located ,~ 
~eli you to take your:empties to and annoyed by the lack ef can The Vancouver based at both ends of the structure, 
~) K Used Goods at 4617 Lakelse return services currently company is employed as  a would incorporate the area 
Avenue. offered both on a provice.wide building and planning agent for upon which the exisUng theatre 
I t  has evidently been scale andlo~ally, the project's financier, Terrace is currently located, i 
appointed Terrace's bottle and He said unless this situation is businessman Ray Skoglund. However the planned .~ 
can collection depot. What is rectified the province may well The public hearing incorporation f the theatre into 
that store's policy? • consider outlawing the sale of was called to decide the the centre is still in astate of 
"We can't accept beer cans pop in this province altogether, rezoning of a parcel of public preliminary negotiations Drury )i 
unless they are packed in cases. The Herald recently received administration zoned property warned. 
We don't take rusted cans or complaints from concerned to commercial. F ol ! o w i n g D r u r y '  s 
juice cans of any sort. individuals that people could The land parcel is located presentation questions were 
"The maximum amount of not redeem their empties, between the Tillicum Theatre asked from'the public gallery. 
cans accepted per person is 18 They were not worried about and the Home Oil Service Aresidentaddressingbimself 
although we accept an the monetary return but were Station of Kalelse Avenue. as John-Q-Consumer said: ' 
unlin~ited number of beer angered on the principle that Block Brothers land use "I have a bad gut feeling 
bottles," a spokesman said. theycouidn'tdowhattheyhada consultant R .  (Bob) Drury down .deep," protesting the 
For any more than 18 pop right to. told council and about 25 disinterested fashion Terrace 
bottles a person can expect a Perhaps it is time to review spectators that the major retailers display if a customer 
redemption ofonly 20 cents par the Litter Act again and impobe reason for the proposed purchases a faulty item. 
dozen, penalties on those who do not development was a need for After the sell ing job  is t~ 
Last summer the provincial fully comply with it. expansion room by some complete, he 'complained, the ,, 
Terrace businessmen. Terrace customer is faced with Accidental i Due to trade expansion i  this disinterest if displeased. area some businessmen fi d the Reaching into a bag ,. 
stores they currently occupy too containing faulty items with ' 
small to handle the increase, which to stress his point week Others, he said, have been Terrace mayor Victor Jolliffe -~ 
given or are expecting eviction interjected. ;, 
- " . .. :;~:~.~', : .i ..:~,...... .. notices from landlords who Mayor Jolliffe said the man ~ 
• " want to incorporate: ,existinK= Was', "prptesting the ~ck of  
A single vehicle motor Ray Anderson of Prince Rupert facilities into larger ones. competition in Terrace, ' :~d  ;{' 
mishap occurring several miles collided in their vehicles at the He emphasised that no new that the point was taken in favor 
west of Terrace on the Shames intersection ofKalum and Scott retail businesses will be of the project. 
River Bridge last weekend Sunday. established inTerrace as result The man was subject,to ' 
resulted inanestimated$500in Anderson was reportedly of the new facilities the snickers by some gallery !/i 
damages, driving a 1956 model Chevrolet development will provide, members when he later left 
Driver in the mishap Donald north on Kalum Street and His office had already council chambers. 
Hunter of Terrace apparefitly Nixon driving a 1971) Volvo was received three calls in Another member of 'the ' 
misjudged his passage over the following. The first car stopped Vancouver from Terrace gallery, which consisted of 
bridge before his 1966 model and the approaching Volvo businessmen inquiring about many of Terrace's  most " 
Volkswagon met and collided Slammed into its rear. additional retail space, he said, influential people, said: ,~j! 
with the right portion of the The hospitalized victln~ are Using a planned.construction '!As a member  of the ~'.,,{ 
bridge, all reportedin good con~tion start date of mid-September, underpriviledged class as I ~. 
Drury told council that the think the Terrace taxpayer is, i]:! 
RCI~IP report another vehicle andTerraceRCMP say charges One of the pretty laboratory technicians employed at Mills and Mila says that every drop is needed to successfully treat existing plans are preliminary any. additional tax is of 
stopped on the bridge was not are pending over the incident. Memorial Iiospilal is Mila Saints. Here Mila is busy preparing patients like Penny. One conlainer of blood can be kept for only and subject o change, advantage to the Terrace '7 
involved in the accident, IOOcc's of blood from the hospital's storage refrigerator. This 21 days but hospital authorities say that expired blood seldomly Changes to the existing ratepayer. 
A one vehicle accident particular blood was laler transfused into 2 year old Penny is a problem. A blood donor clinic is beieg held at the Terrace i)reliminary drawings could "Endorsement of the project, 
involving driver Richard Morvan. Blood shipments arrive from Vancouver once a wee] Com mu.ity Centre ihis Friday and Saturday. You can help. ':~me as demands for space are is a vote of interest to the ~ Aggregate damage was set at Sandover.Slye ofTerrace took 
~501astweekwhenCecilNas'on place at the Kenny-Lantear Weather not ? ratepayers."  ~i 
" ' It had been earlier reported ~ 
the Ter raceareadrovea  area  on Sunday .  or  Civic battle reborn :-:,+ GMC model pick-up truck into Police estimate total damage 
Skogland, that the municipality~ ,:~ the side of the Kalum Motel. figure at $800 after Sandover- The weather man has predicte~ good news for Terrace 
RCI~IP investigating the Slye apparently failed to residents, of Tei'race stands to realize :.~ 
between $75-~0,000 in annual tax, > 
incident say that Nason negotiate a turn and sent his He reports that a continuation of warm weather conditions Tbe~nn ing  .battle between Edna Cooper envisioned long Alderman Alan MaeAlpine revenue. 
apparently lost control of the vehicle into the adjacent ditch, and blue sRys willbeineffect for theweekend. T er~ce mayor Victor Jolliffe council meetings if planning warned that if planning matters At this , t ime Terrace ./ "~i  
car when approaching a Police are still investigating the A'trough of low pressure from the pacific is likely to spread and Terrace Municipal Council matters were discussed at were discussed in open council alderman Ev Cliff wondered parking spot in front of the accident, cold air inland this Sunday evening but highs should remain in 
motel. A youngster riding in the the normal range, was resurrected at Monday's regular council meetings, "a lot of things not ordinarily out loud whether or not Terrace. i~!~, 
• council meeting. Alderman Ian MacDonald, disclosed for publication would "should be looking for: C)  car had reportedly fallen off the Nocharges have yet been laid NO precipitation fell on Terrace heads this 'past week with Visitors in the public gallery recently fired as the planning he revealed." something bigger and better on 
seatand in an attempt ograb after Terrace man Umverta Monday's high and low being, recorded at84-53, Tu~day's80-58 witnessed an- attempt to chairman by Jolliffe, charged Tbis he said, couldjeaprodize ~the property." .:-~ 
the. youngster the driver lost Medos 'drove his 1969 model and Wednesday's 82-56. . 
dislodge Mayor Jolliffe as that"very little has been done" future private and commerical Cliff said the.  proposed control and 'the car kept on Mustang Ford into the south, Highs for the weekend are predicted to reach the S0.85 bracket chairman of the planning since his removal, developments. 
going until meetingthe motel right hand side of the Williams while lows over the same period should drop hetween 52 and 57. committee. Alderman Gordon Rowland "It isnotinthehestintorestof development i s  , ,pretty/  
wall. Creek bridge Sunday morning," Current emperatures are running about five degrees above AldermanEv. Clift climaxed suppor ted  MacDona ld ' s  the community to do planning in nebulous (vague) about Whatl 
Police say that the truck was, .police say the Mustang spun norms.! markswhile precipitation has relatively experienced no the meeting when he moved to accusation stating that the open council", he said. ........ owned by George Nason of this 'from the brtdKe and came to changes, could happen," r r ~'.J~.~.~:~, ~:~ 4L. 
area and that the incident is still . rest in the oppvsite'directiov Shift planning matters from planning commission had McAIpine, not a member of He felt council wa~deaiing 
under  invest igat ion ,  and  that  the  veh lc le  was  to ta l ,~  F o u l  fowl special :c losed meet ingsto  looked ,towards .MacDonald's the planning eommission, said withtheentiremattei , ' : t~Sb0n7 
" regular open council meetings, first-ha nd knowledge of he did-hot know whether it was and with'out any<i .definitei.  in damage. : , . 
Two cars were" totalled Medos re-ortedl,, walke -a Throughout the  heated planning for leadership. . functioning ro r lyandmov arantees 
together ~t $3,100 and three away from ['he'acc~dent wl~ - .  d!sCussion council' aired _.'rn.e mayor  replied that to have,:plPn~ni~ ' switched ~o:  ~ : '  , , .... L . : "  ~.~ 
persons were hospitalized when only slight head bM,i~,~ ' ' Ari:est hat nois rooster It's funn as it seems to have when complaints whicn raft ed from Macvonam, as wenas me rest Closed meetin s o ma or Jolllffe warn ' ii , ' . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . Y . .  Y . .  . . . . g . . . . . . .  g f the @hole ,Y . , . . . . .  . . .  ed  ,that'.- i:;-~ 
W liar. Nixon of Terrace and , . contravening the Terrace anti., I have required 'in r the past accusations of poor leadership of .the.commmszon, had been after regular council meetings, unless, the~ project,.-." were~: r-= 
. . . .  . . . . .  noise bylaw. ' . . . .  about having something done, on the planning commission by given every opportunity to :The  motion'was defeated~and < ena0rsedimmediately.tli~ dealT; ~:~. 
~ ' i l~ ' l l '~  ~ l  1 11 . . . .  -;: .. so asks Dick Greenwho lives even the H~lth Inspector sort Mayoi': ~ Jolliffe to  suggestions speak at and ~ittend planning Mayor Jollfffe remained fiiinl.v would.fold, i ..... ? ~,, - ÷~:., -:: ; : / "  i_~ 
,~ l l l " I~ , I  . I'tI  t  .... a mere eight blocks from the' of shruggedit0ff ,, ' which ' implied~ that the meetings' . . . . . .  ' ,  .... entrenched'as chairman anti .... : .... : "  ~ .~i:',- " 
, ~ . m . . ~ - ~ - ~  , l ~ , i ~ , ~  " " ' . . . .  ' " ' " ' • .' ' . ' : "  " " : ' ' "" • . . . . . . . .  ' ' • ' ~ '  ' D oin . . . .  ' " ~l ,  ~ , municipal hall on Eby Street - I would invite anyone of you to commmslon had already all but Jolhffe countereharged that zt firmly in control of thenlan nu . fury p, ted out that no one 
_ ' . . . .  . . . . .  • In a letter to council Green staya few nigh~ and try to get ' disintegrated. . . . .  , was, in fact, c ouned that was commission; . . . . . . . .  " ' s igns  a lease .or~/.commits 
. . . .  ! - - _ __  11_ 1 ; said:<' . ~ : -yourregularsleep. l canassure , :<' Terrace's" woman alderman shirking its resp0nSibilitybynot !However ,  "r counc i l  d id  mem.self toi:abuil~ng:un!es~ 
I I I J . 9 ~ I ~ I r  I1 ] l~ l I l~ I ' i  , : .:~'After 1!  years, of being'  youthatafterS:0Oa.m, y0Uwill ~ ' , .-~, attending three previously~ unanimously decide'to seek the ~e.~l~n°wme°uil~ng:wiR:!~ 
. : ~ ' ' " W  v ! ' ~  ~ ' r;= pldgUed; by",:ygrious., types 'of ,), n0t:bedolngmuch;sleeping. ' i~  .~  . . . .  " :  • ' (  , ' ' "." a~angea meetings. , ; ,, - s.ervices ',,of' h 'protessional" l l i ' : i ] i i  ' " '" :i"ii; :i,?<::;(.~;~i!;P.:~'~i ,;5- 
• • . . . .  , . .  .. ,. , . . . . . .  ' an lma]~i  and  ch ickens .  I fee l  ,,'.. : I - ,ask  ' that  unde i 'B  - law 30~ .~ .' . . . . . . . . . . .  " uouncn  weak ly  d i sputed  the  ' anner  , . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  ." . . . . .  :" : :. ' .... , 
The  Canad ian .  l t sso¢ ia t ion  a . tmoephereandtheo~ean, ,U le  .... i hnt ' i  n 'm' Id=~i r lml  I , i '~  . . . .  ' : : " ;~  . . . .  '" - "  - -  ~Y  . . . . . . .  , Pannin ,.. mott , , -  . .  . . . . . . .  P]_..,., , . • . . . .  , . . . .  J o l l l f feaddedthatmc~of th i  
• ' • • • ' • , ,,. . ,~ --~.~ - ' . - . . .  ~-~.~. , .~, : , , , , , , ,aKl l lg~a t~lnn- l -4o lse)  bect ion -z  (n )  mat  ' , . ~ -  :,, , . . . . . .  • : . . . .  , . . . . .  ' , : . maerman ueeper  conc luded ,  . o r "  ' wa  . . . . . .  ' " " '  on Human Environment calls . aextrucUon of wild life, and . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., " ~ ,  . . . .  , ' - ' i .. , • , , . ,  , . . . .  • I~ ~ ~., S a l~ady,  zone~ 
. . . . . .  , . .  ~. .~ compla in t ,  Meet  o f  the  an ima ls  ac t ion  be  taken . to  have .  these ,  ,~ ' . . . . . .  ,:. . . . .  .,' . . ,A ]de!~man.  MacDona ld  sa id .  s ta t ing :  ~rhe  serv ices .o r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
on P r ime Min is te r  ,T l 'udeau . ,  ~ ther .  poss ib i l i , ty  ,o f4ur th~. .  a i~b, ,on~.¢ ,~.~. ,a .a  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . _  . . . .  .... .L~ . . . . . . .  . . ,  . - ,~ .~, i . .~=-2  _ ' ___ : _  , mat  lack 'o ~ ' '  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . .  , . . . . . . .  :. , ,~a~ .commere ia land jhat l tcou ld j  k 
and his Cabinet to '~uest  ..... earthouakes are ris~o, tt,'~,.. ~ .,~2,,~-,-.y~:~u~troy.eu ~yw,~ r¶.moveu,irom e area , . r~ ,~ i~n,~,  , • ._~_.~, , ,  ..:~p~..)..!ur.,,me p!.anner are.neeessary or,eme ",' develop~i.lwithOut".the,'~ba~] - - ,  -~ "- - - - -  an - - - . - .~- -  ~ . - ,  ma ors ! n - - -  . • • . ,: . , .  ; y ta raen  or l ru l t  t rees  mat  ina l  a~o ins  our  ro  r t  I . ~ , y . p a nn~.  an l i iues  was  , a l l  mnmi l  Wi l l '  0 I t : '  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  . . . . .  " President N ixon-  to' ,,must not be, even considered we nlanfod hnt ~ to,,, - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P'-~'P~' Y'-. ' to blnm,. . . . . .  . . . . . .  ih/~P~l;~,i/~, ,,g:.., g , , r~ d~, ,~,  the hearingWas called to deeide 
• " ° ' - -  ' ' W . -  " . . . .  I . . . .  ! . . . . . .  
immedia te ly  ha l t  a l l  C .AH;E .  ca l l s  on  a l l  re-m~'---;~'7~.-TZ'-T~,'_~ "su"  w_uu~_u, .amu~,s .~.ma~tmsacuon -. ~ , .~  , .~  ' . _  . ~ . . . . .  .~h.i.~.~.:<:~l~oon:~.iL:./,~;~;,7~<,<!!~,,'.!{~.~...: 
n l~ml .n t inna  I~m--tll~ &h i ldea i l .  -o r~ l~ ln lu t ianu-a l~mln l l .  n l l , k~ i Cllll 111 ult~ i lnmL%l la te  a rea  I i~  iaKen  w l lnm a reasonao le  . a i  me e l  o t  August  Ter race  ,'~+ " ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  ">""  "':+' : '  ' " ' " " ' " " "%""  
. _ .~: . , - . _  _ . . _ ,  . . . . . . . . . .  ;^ .^_ . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ebemglnNo IRestdent la l  t ime, .  I f  requested  to do so, I w l ] lno lon~erhaveaRecreat lon  ~'  t l l l i l~ l i l l l%l l  ' i lUUll~tl lr  'uomD 'Dvt ; i l~Ul l l  I i l I ISU lU l IU I f lS  l ant i  ' T ' • ' " . . . . .  7 a . ,o . . .  . . . .  a , _ _ , . _ __ ,  '. m,,..I.~..,.,~_., .,._,_:, . . . . . .  he. ehicekns are still here will gladly.meet with eouncd to Director. - , ' ~! 
u v ~  l l a u u u  l l u u  lU lp lU I I l l~ l l l~ ,  ' uu l~; IVu l lu l i l i i '  ' u l r luu l~ l l °n l  ' and h ' " ' i ' I ' " ' i  i I ' I I L I " ' i " ' i ~ 
eancellaUon of theproJeeL, .Canada to  write and-or -^. nave_~enp._e ca~e of.me ,s~te.my case . . , . ,  < ~,Pe~_.Fanning._<the :current ~ 
" ~ .  A H ' I~ .  a tn tm~ ik~t  the '  • " '  i~ l~ornm'  D~. tm,n , '  l t s l . l . , . .  ' "U l  ,~-,~rinlt to ~eep, me lawn Aluerman: Alan 'MCAlpine, u.ruclorl , tendere~ IziS ~ 
onvt l ,nnmlmfn]  i . i ldm i .~ .m*  q~ln ' lo l l l l  ' t l ,  o i l , , .  ~ .~. .  ' . ..owed, aS they  on ly  sc ra tch  the  sa id  that  th i s  type  of  compla in t  " res ignat ion  , be fore  counc i l  ~ :  
• ;_";L',E ,'-"_.-""~" , ' _~ . "  . "~:" "  o -~- ' - - - ' , _ . , - '~ ._ " ,~  ~ . - ; . ,~  . . . .  : neh  out  o f .R ,  when i t  Is shor t .  ' has  beenrece ived ' In  c0un-d i  in  Mon i t i~ , ,  ~ i / : '  , . . . . . . . . .  , , ~ 
, m u,.,. type m tmmne, nuezear O,~mrp, .nu rresment axon < . I would ask thatvo,, *o~o rest " tl~,wm,m, n~thi~' boa • In ~/.&.~nil.e h;,~ ,...;,~.., i .. |i~; 
tcs t ln t  a re ,  . s imp ly  a , Pe ter  .M idd le ton ,  t i l e .  sur  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,'onflmmtin- "~" tt,a" ~lltl,.al prt~aid~.t ,,~ ,. • o '~ u ~ - vey which will verify that .. been previously done, he added : council .made , notice, o f  the 't{~ 
". - : : , " .~"  ", . _ ' :~=.""  ,,_."" . • . .  . . . .  eseehlckeusarewnthin 15 feet, " Because the,complainant did ,, con trlbuttons Fanning has  ~. 
r . . . . .  , . . , ,  ,=A_ , ,  . . . . .  Vo,_, . . , ,  _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m memown' yard::' ,,, ;,.: ~ ,. 'suggested that. :something '~i, .  :,whlleiaetlng ,'..as ~reoreatlon.:, 
~n~r~..s- lg:r : - ,a ,<:{,  : ,m, ang:a . :~}=~. . ,~!  uz 'm : . Weh avea.;pr@lem @lthflles done to:reetify.the.problem~t,;'/i,/, dlre~t0r.., i:,,,;,.. ':.., . , ,  ,~:-.. ..... ,[~ 
' .~ ' ':,".~,,i.,, ' .., i: .: , ,~, .  ,~ ;~,~ ~.#. ;. .. ,, w~ch l.s.ayls@l_ e to the manure,. ,-~,Alderman:.i,Gor~on,,R0wland,,~,.,i :i,"4n: hisilettei'. Fanliing said: : '~  
~,-~.,a ,~_ .;:_;i~,"'~,.~'.-" _*,':~,:~;".~.:,',~',zwes. tern , anuunuaycondi!lonsthatexist ..... wno!{ii~,.es, :in: :,the( same'i:i'.{~i'/.PJease~ ~,.:~i!eeept imy.  . 
< o .~u~. . ,~ ,umu~u ,~m~es z~eglon 'vice ' ~'resment, l lthiswerenotsufficlent, the nmgnoorno0d " ...... ' " the"  l~es~gmtio~n as o f  AU t 31 ' , 
Pr,.,o~edw!th.Jh!s..b!ut~iltwlll Derrick Mallard,.:,(ExecuUve malegenderofthefowlstakcto:4,,c6mplainant, WnifiUiV~!i4971/,:,~..~.'/. ! '  : ', .~pzS ""; : i i !  _ . |t~It' ma le  gender  o f the  . . cOmpla inant ,  . y awn ld  LIy!~;.!:,I! i "~+'~ . . . .  ~'"~<"~" ...... '~ ' "  "'< . . . . . . . . .  
• . "D l teCtor"0 i  B.C.'s S0ciety:for ~ Crowing as early hs 2 :~ o'clock votch~ that'a noise PrOblem"~t:;~ ' : ' '  ' "~  ~.  ' " ~ . . . . . . . .  ~' ' 
the .  e¢o log l©al  > . in te~r l l~ , ,  ,o f  . , . . Po l lu t ion '  and  Env lmnmenl l  ; .  i n  i l l i  'mor l i ing ,  wh i i t iey  17re  :d id  ex is t .  " ! i~  ik  ' - / ! ' ."*  '.:'.~:ir ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ " ' 
Canadaand Canadians, 77{~77'.!:..)~-:Cmdio!l says lheCanadl /z  {/ / to  crow. libont: I":hliVe#i':l~m" . : "C~nc l i  decided :  ii '7 ,J i ~  to aut l lo r l ze~ " Tho'  probabi l i ty  ' l~< ~ ~ ' :  ' "<..~ '" . .  - , , ~<, ; " ,  . 
' Of. ' .  ,Go~ernment  must  I ke  a very  " ,ab le , to  dec ide  ~ . ' :  ~": ;" ;-"~ . .  ~ ; the"adml i i l s t ra i lon  to so lve  the~<<@ i~:7tli/, ;:, . # ~ s t  s ~enderlitl of,tlleiililiion dollar: ! !n i  
• . , '..to " the:."<,: ~ . ! i n d  (over  Amcld ika,~.L~ {:. : . ,  l , suppo$o  t i s  a i l " s~ V i ry  "{cu~'en i :  problem;'-t;~;.L 7..,,;;...),:,: ,.; t'{:-ii i.iT~.!,,J]!!~!i:~:~,,> <,,t . . . . . . . . .  " '  " ' ~ '>"  . . . . . .  ~ ' :  . . . . .  ' ' " " '  = " "  • rad loae i l l  vent ing , . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  r . , , J , " " .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  
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TEItHA('E PONY LEAGUE ALL STARS 
Pictnre I. (l.cft to right: ) Manager Colin Chasteaaneuf. Larry 
Paulsun. (Back Bow) Dave Ilamilton, Willie Chemko. George 
Paulsnn, Bill Furnseth. Bill Kirby, Mike Palahicky, Coach Kurt 
• : , BY E. PARMENTER 
The playground leaders at Parkside 
Playground had a busy time last week with 
many more than the usual number of children 
appearing at the playground. On Wednesday all 
the children hiked Io Uplands for games. 
Everyone enjoyed this since it rained and 
everyone got wet and stayed cool. The rest of the 
week the children remained near the 
playground, playing games and practicing skits 
for Friday. One of (he unusual events of the 
week was painting on burlap. 
Uplands had planned a scavenger hunt for 
Tuesday but this was washed out by the rain. On 
Wednesday Parkside came for a visit and all the 
children enjoyed the acitivities.' Skits were 
practiced Thursday in preparation for the big 
Friday. 
Kiti-K-Shain tried blow painting Tuesday 
which proved most interesting when one 
playground leader inhaled the paint instead of 
blowing it. Thursday the skits were practiced 
also. 
Recreation 
Scene 
I I ou  Ide l t .  
• .Front Row: Rudy Embury. 
I.'Estrange~ Dean Julsrud, 
Dempster. 
~. ~.i U. 7 '":~ 
Day camps were held at the Kinsmens Kiddies 
Kamp and was enjoyed by all who participat.ed 
in the program. While swimming was the mmn 
activity the children also played games and went 
berry picking while at the camp. This program 
will continue for two more weeks. 
Next week is Comic Week (Aug. 16-20th) Many 
of the activities will be based on comic book and 
TV characters and their acts. On Tuesday the 
Kiti-K-Shain.playground will be making up their 
own comics and transforming these into skits. 
Wednesday morning they will be visiting the 
printers with the Community Centre and 
this will be followed by Kool-aid races at Kiti-K- 
Shain. On Thursday all the children will be 
having acomic book exchange followed by skits. 
Friday the children will be coming to the 
Community Centre for skits and cartoons. On 
Thursday Uplands will he going to the printers 
and on Friday having films with Parkside at 
Uplands. Parkside will visit the printers 
Monday and go to Uplands Wednesday for 
Attendance has improved tremendosly at the various types of relays and dress up contests. 
Community Centre Playground. Monday the • , The Community Centre ~ill ~e making plays. 
children had a talent show practice for Friday as . . . . .  exch~l~eTuesdav Wednesdav:~e children @ill '~ 
well as made many different articles .out ~ff:: "~<vlglt the-~'int~rs~anc[T'l~sda~ ' ;iil be'~d~i~ii~ ' 
paper cups, pops~cle shcks, egg cartons, and up their own comics in arts and crafts. Friday 
straws. Tuesday the children continued to the Community Centre and Kiti-K-Shain will. 
entertain each other with skits and Cartoons at 
the Community Centre. 
While attenaance has definitely improved and 
we have many more children participating in our 
programs now we urge all children to attend as 
playgrounds will only be happening two more 
weeks and will end on Friday, August 27th for 
rehearse their plays and made puppets in arts & 
crafts. A scavenger hunt was held on 
Wednesday with dancing for the kids afterwards 
which all of them enjoyed and participated in. 
Thursday many of the kids went fishing,and 
again returned empty handed, but happy. Two 
or three of the children caught minnows but 
these were all returned to the river because of 
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Terrace home' . . . . .  
• i i . : '  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'  : ' ' ~ '~ i ; i i~ i~!~,  .' " 
cinch third . . . .  to ' "] spot  .... e 
, ,  EST Terrace's womem soft bal~ Prince George 'sMaw Potskin homerun. ~ " ' " /"' "]'[~T team. climbed the ladder of was deemed most valuable " Weather and field conditions ~ / competition over the weekend player, at the tournament were  
and all most roached the very Terrace's batUe t0'make the considered good and  recent = : 
top. final play.off did not turn out as improvements o Riverside BY B ILL  LA VLANTE-  
Out of six teams entered from victorious but their fight Park made the game: more 
Pr ince George through .to against Prince Rupert for third enjoyable for both player and 
Prince Rupert the Terrace spot really had the fans on the spectator alike.. ~ . . "Helld again from Thornhi 
ladies managed third overall edges of their seats. . Golf and Country Club. Th 
spot while the Prince George The game was tied 9-9 up until " ' pafit week, the junior tourne 
and Thornhill teams settled at the last inning. Terrace had 'A lL  was held in Prince Rupert. ' 
last bats and with all bases Stoc  cars  was a Very successful for tl~ the top. 
Prince George girl Donna loaded and two oats on the ' area, with Vern Jacques in tL 
• first place and Paul Fogtman ii Kroppwas taggedwith e most board - the tension mounted. , 
runs batted in with her figure TheTerrace batter at the plate returnmg , ~ o ~  place. Nice going 
being recorded at nine. Elsie had a full count going when " Fellows. . 
Carson of the Thornhill Royals third base runner Diane Lavoie ' . i Our junior program is one, 
also received special stole home and set the Terrace ~[f~f]l again going full blast, so don' 
recognitition for batting the fans screaming, sure  forgetto come two week fron 
highest average of .628. Terrace walked away with $50 now (Saturday, August 21) a 
Umpires at prize money while Prince Any race fans who headed out 2:00 p.m. 
the games named Rupert finishing in fourth place to Terrace Speedway Sunday Our Men'sClub 
other players • deserving just missed out on the purse, and thought, hey missed the Championships are progressing 
mention for outstanding play The final game of the acUon certainly have another nicely. Some realsurprises, s~ 
and Prince Rupert player tournament saw Thornhfll's thing coming, keep a elese watch on this. 
Sharon O'Shea topped thelist by defeat at the hands of the Prince The othd" thing coming will Hope to see more of you out for 
being named most sportsmen George Lotus-Inn Juniors. The be the S{ock car raees at the men's night also. 
Ble,n Goodwin, Garry. like player. In the same area of scoreboard rid 17-9 at the Spesdway this Sunday after last 'The  ladies club are ge[tin[ 
Brant Artmld,Smith, Gerry play honourable mention was games' end but not after weekend's action was their games ia shape for th~ 
forwarded to Gerri Bugoski of Thornhill tried their hardest. I postponed. 
Kitimat. It was difficult however to out- Ladies Club Championships. letted to Two loca, gins entered the play the fast hitting Prince A spokeswoman from the Hope that all the /adies in the 
picture when Dianne Lavoie of George team. Six of the Prince ' Northw'est Stock Car club will take Part. g JF  - - ~  ~ 
Terrace was announced best George girls batted two hits Association in Terrace xplains I've heard a lot of groans tourney  outfielder, Norma Bellamey of each while Rose Ann Sparksof that outside competition in about our fourth hole. rvetried 
Thornhill as best pitcher while the team smacked the only Kamloops, Vernon and Quesnel it several times ~nyself, and find 
1 er Fas l l - - " tba - - -  over the past wock tuok away. thatI haven't breath enough left Thirteen Terrace ba pay s 
aged between 13-14 years are the A super stock drivers from to groan. It really takes a golf 
flying to Vancouver Monday S cores  this area. shot...anyone for tennis?. 
morning and hope after a The postponementcameafter Doh't forget to watch your 
week's ball tourneying toreturn . race officials decided that the fags, as the courseis really dry. 
with the B.C. Provincial numberofavailablecontestants 
championship, there did not constitute, any local' Seeyou attheclub. 
Under team manager Colin Way up  racing. .. 
Chastenauneuf and coach Kurt When trainer George Peele 
Houlden the boys will be Racing will however resume 
representing the northwest for Terrace Senior Mens Fasiball officials are however expecting this Sunday .and track ' trained Hall of Fame for Green- 
the ninth time. league play produced some the dog fight betwee Formol spokesmen say that conditions tree Stable he wore the same suit, 
After winning two out of three terribly high scoring ames last and Twin River to produce look" satisfactory and will tie, shoes and soeks ou days when 
games with Prince Rupert last week. some interesting games before remain that way unless major the horse won four stakes races, 
the season terminates August weather changes come "about. within sev.eral weeks. 
week the boys began raising A & W beat he Allouettes 13-2, 19. 
money for the Vancouver trip. Sharples limped past Twin Fans are warned to watch out 
In a tag day last week the River 13-10, John's Excavating for the clashing of any of these 
boys earned $600 and added annihilated the Kinsmen 15-2 teams for all three are equally nk 
another $400 by staging a car while the Kinsmen came back matched in pitching, hitting and The you British Columbia! 
wash at West End Service and to sting Twin River by a score of fielding. S~[~ 
collecting donations from 12-4. Work on improving Riverside .Seagran~s Five r now 
b~Yal businesses. Best individual performance. Park is progressing and one dug 
Their air flight will take them for theweek goes to pitcher Ray is completed with another well outse l l s  al l  o ther  b rands  • 
to province wide competition at  k~a La Chance of John,s into preliminary stages of of whis 
West Vancouver's Amhleside Excavating who struck-out nine construction. 
Park. In the double knock, eat Kinsmen in Thursday night's The league has expressed 
tournament the Terrace all gratitude to Maurice Dube who wA 
stars will play their first innings game. The l .ason?  Efforts are currently has been responsible for the 
on June 22. Nonorthern teams have yet to underway to organize anall star major improvements. Debris 
team for the .Labour Day  . from. the diamond_has..been .. Easy  taste and  easy  
bring the B.C. cup home but tl~e tournament" scheduled' at' cleared,,,and the:.;announcing,,:,,.: =to:look.at:tPJuslthe:l ,...:,: 
'i'errace all stars ard~oUnd' to Kitimat~ . . . . . . . . . .  ,., ,. i .,~ "" booth;~oncea dream,;fslih~a,;,- ~:8eagram:name :;;;~.~ :,~,,, ' " 
display their utmost ability~nd There are noformalpiaos to reality. .... ' . and quality.. : . "  
the experience will greatly date concerning the seleetionof The split between Sharpies Proveit  for yourself. 
assist future ball activity in th the team nor its manager-coach management and the league is That's the easy part. 
Terrace area. 'team. still reportedly evident. The 
Any persons interested in The league however is hoping team has been having sponsor 
giving the team a memorable to get the team in order about problems for weeks now and the asy  hisky. 
sendoff are encouraged to turn l~he  e w two weeks before the. two bodies are failing to 
out at the airport for Monday's tournament and regains touch communicate in the final 
10 a.m. flight, of perfection through the odd preparations for play,off action. 
their size this summer. Practice sessio~i. 
With the approach of local 
play-off action it appears that 
aT THE LOCAL CHURCHES only the first and second place 
teams are clearly established. 
No teams will likely dislodge 
John's Excavating from first 
place nor Sharpies from 
number two spot. League 
: FENTEOOSTAL TABERNAOLE ',, 
') 4647 Lazelle Ave. '(' 
) Service Schedule . ~ ( , Sunday School 10:00a.m . . . .  
( Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. ~nones: i 
urt*ce 625 2434 Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. - I 
' n , ,^  ¢...,~,, come 635-5336 I () U I U I ¢  JtgUy 
,) Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
() Youth Nigh: Thursday 7:30 Pastor M. Kennedy i ,) .. , ( 
') yh'e end of your search for a friendly church I 
" , 4 4 5 1  Greig 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Night 
11:00 Morning Worship "Bible S10dy & ' 
7 : : r  ~n~::|:: :~: l :1: ;  : : : : : s  t~;: t::ffn 
, .o.o . 
 35-5446 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
Cor. Lazelle Ave. & Munroe 
Phone 635.6014 
Worship 10:00 p.m. 
Nursery !0:00 p.m. 
UKRAINAN CATHOLIC 
.SERVICES 
Parish Hall 4634 Welsh Rd. 
10:00 p.m. Sunday Services 
9:30 a.m, Confessions 
EVANGEL ICAL  
\ FREE CHURCH 
(:or. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 
9:45 Sunday School 
I1:00 Morning Worship 
7:30 Evening ServiceS 
Wednesday 7:30 p,m, 
.-Prayer and 6ible Study 
Rev, 6 ,6 ,  Rbggles Phone 
4664 Park Avenue ,635.5115 
CHRIST LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
(:or. Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
• Pastor: A. B0rch 
Phone 635.5882 . ' 
' Morning ServiCe at 9:30 a.m. 
,,Sunday• School 9:45 a .m(  
) 'Your :Fr iend lYFami ly  Church' 
CATHOLIC HURCH 
Lakelse Avenue 
SUNDAY MASSES 
8:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN 
REFORMED CHURCH 
Sparks St. at Sfraume Ave. 
Rev. John Vandyk 
Phone 635-2621 
10:00 a.m. S6nday School" 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
Back fo God CFTK Hour 
Friday 8:30 p.m. 
i 
ST. MATTHEW'S•  
. . CHURCH : ;~' 
4726 LazelleAvenue; Terrace. 
Anglican Church of Canada 
Sunday services: " 
8:30 and tO:IS am.. 
every Sunday 
(babysitting at 
10:!5 service only) 
• Pie,or: Peter Horstield 
, Phone  635.5855' ' 
VANCOUVER -- Probably 
first in the province to complete 
the 100 mile Centennial '71 run 
were Don Benson of New 
Westminster and Don Bashan 
"of Vancouver, both field 
directors for the British 
"COlumbia Festival of Sports. 
Setting the pace for thousands 
of others accepting the 
challenge to log 100 miles by the 
end of Centennial year, the two 
sportsmen completed the run in 
the minimum possible time. 
The maximum allowable 
distance of three miles was 
completed each day, rain or 
shine, commencing July 1st 
with the final one mile stint 
recorded at midnight Tuesday, 
August 3rd. 
As travelling sport 
consultants for the annual 
Festival of Sports interest was 
added by completing the 
century run.on a numbe 
As . travelling sport 
consultants for the annual 
Festival of Sports interest was 
added by completing the 
century run on a number of 
courses in a variety of 
geographic regions of the 
province. 
Benson spoke highly of the 
concept.of the Centennial '71 
Fitness Program which 
includes, walking, swimming 
and cycling as well as running. 
"Asimilar challenge should 
beinifiated by the government 
on an annual 'and perpetual 
basis," he said. 
Bashnm, long associated with 
B.C., track and field,, cautioned .; 
against noviee runners tackling 
VALLNER CLINGWALL, OF MIS- 
SION, says the Cat D7F Tractor is a 
lo t  more machine, He traded his 
Caterpillar D7E Tractor for one of 
the earliest produetiowmodels of the 
D7F..Now, more than 1700 .hours 
iJ/itKr,'he compares the two and says 
League Standings: 
Won Loss 
John's 16 2 
Sharpies 13 5 
Formol' 10 7 
A&W 9 8 
Twin River 8 10 
Kinsmen 6 12 
Allouettes 0 17 
hours' downtime, proving its avail- 
ability and dependability. Try it and 
you will agree that the D7F is a lot 
more machine than its predecessors. 
Lowest weight o horsepower ratio in 
its class. Higher torque rise. Better 
maneuverability. Longer engine life.': 
the program atthe' maximum the F series is "a lot more machine". Stronger, longer,lasting undercarriage~ 
rate. . . ."We feel that an Ideal illness • ',If is'snappier;easier to handle; better Easier servicing On-the-go power 
program .,should encompass i :. i.balanced; and more productive. Cling- ~ shifting, Back the~e featurek!with your 
about five days a, week  ~and '--') -) : ' walli works 'the" 180 hp. D7F  in the. local" Finning parts:and! service sup-  
incorporate strengthening '. " i ~ :. UBC research forest at Haney.--clear- port and you've got a tra~to~' that ~Will 
exercises." he stated~ . . . . . .  ' " '  ling land, building a~d .grading road, do more work at lesscds't.:See ])our 
,Thedistance runners will ' :.c0nstructing'an800.f0ot;a!rstrip.The I 'about . 
l :  eaehreceiVeaBritiehColumbla ;machine has:only had about-five t • 
• ' Centennial".71' C0mmemorati~;e i " ~: . . . .  I . . . .  . 
. . . .  ' "  rl~ 'd ,¢ I tn  K ( ]  ,Those adults .interested ' n 1 [ ' ' : " :::-: ' " "  ":' 635" 7144 
• . pa'rtlelparing In one or: more of ' , . \ . . .  : : ; .. 
tlte: Centennial:'.'71, f|tne~qs.. B I  Y(~UiR.OATIRPlUjIU~, IDEAI.~R [: :' ~ •i : :'""', 
9"' Wogrdm's shmid :eonl~ct tl~ir " ~ -. .... ., ; "., . . . . . . .  , ,, , .:.. ,,i: ,, , 
ioeal. RecreaUo :..Offlee - , . -.~ :.,: / :~ 
: '  . , . . . .  , . . . .  ' ' , . . . . .  : ' : , ' ,  ' ' , '  - i}  r' ; ,  . " '  . , . ,  ' ' " "  i 
This advertisement is not published or displayed by'the 
Liquor Control Board or by the Government of the province of British Columbia 
DIRECT, 
FACTORY TO YOU!  
aluminum awnings 
• Roll up Roll Down 
- Or'Fixed Awnings 
Deluxe aluminum Storm Doors 
- 1)/4 inch self storing includes 
all hardware grill completely 
weather stripped ALL SIZES 
Installed Price ' 49 .96  
aluminum Storm Windows 
• Inside sliding storms or 
- Outside prime storm windows 
eliminate draft and loss of heat 
aluminum 6utters Enameled 
Rust proof Never need paint 
aluminum Sidinl 
\. Expertly applied 
- 20 year guarantee • 
WE COVER ALL ,  WOOD. TR IM FACiMO AND 
SOFFITS,.~OF YOUR "HOME, WITH COLORED 
ENAMELLED - .ALUMINUM.  S~,VE 
DETERIORATION AND. UNSIGHTLINESS AND 
DOLLARS , 
Aluminum "RoofS. O01erod 
(App l ied) -  ...... 
. , - . , , - .  
• ' Decorat ive  S tone  end  Br ick  ,j 
For Exter io r ,&  .~, I'ntei;ior: ~Walls i 1 
25 Year  :Guarantee ,  ~i,, ::! . :  
, . , , , .  , 
" ' *  ALutd iNUM PRODUCTS |NSTAi lED 
' " OR APPL IED BY EXPER~I 'S  
!:;:i:' :Fer :>FrxEdl la lek:e j  HEW:,: :i I 
u| .m2e 
. . . .  :WRITE'aOx~2,e,.,TERRACE__,, • ~, . . .  
AUGUST 12, 1971 
~epresenling the recently formed Non-Status vital portion of Society which suffers from 
ndia. group in Terrace is local Chairman diserimination in the areas of education, housing 
Villard Seymour. B.C. Association of Non-Status and employmeut. Local Department of Indians 
ndia.s Field Worker Ann House of Dawson Affairs people hardly recognhe the group. Fer 
'reek a.d local Secretary-treasurer Della story see this editiou. 
lelsou. The group claims that they represent a . 
About time for the 
non'status Indians 
I 
The first step towards 
chieving equality for non- 
tatus Indians ~in Terrace was 
ken Tuesday night. 
Field worker Ann House of 
awson Creek representing the 
.C. Association of Non-Status 
ndians was in town te officially 
welcome Terrace local 118 to 
the family• 
Recently appointed Chairman 
Willard Seymour of the Teriace 
local said that no dofinate 
conditions of non-states Indians 
in Terrace as yet been 
determined. The new group will 
make this survey their first 
venture. 
He did say, however, that the 
number of non status Indians in 
the area is quite high. 
Local spokesmen from the 
Department of Indian Affairs in 
Terrace say that they have had 
no contact with the group in the 
past. They also say the non- 
status Indian is not realty 
recognized by the government• 
Under a brief interpretation 
of the government's view a non 
status Indian is one who is born 
of Indian blood or race but who 
Rotary 
governor 
e coming 
Rotarians will welcome on 
Monday, August 16th the 
governor of this Rotary district, 
the Rev. CanonStanle~ Smith ot 
Vancouver, B.C. 
He will address the Rotary 
Club of Terrace, one of 55 in his 
district, and will confer with 
Mr. McKinnon, president of the 
rotary Club and with other club 
officials concerning the group's 
plans for.service activities and 
offer suggestions on 
administrative matters. 
Canon Smith is one of 321 
Rotary governors th.roughout 
the world who are serving as 
representatives of Rotary 
International 'in districts 
composed of member clubs. 
Each district governor is 
responsible for supervising the 
clubs in his area. Rotary, an 
international men's service' 
~0rganization has more than 
'.~701,000 members in 14,821 clubs 
~n 149 countries. 
'~A member and Past president 
the Rotary club of Vancouver 
*]~.C., Canon Smith is a 
Merchant Seamen's Chaplain• 
He waslelected tooffice at the 
Rotary convention in •Sydney,' 
N.S.W. Austrailia in May 1971, 
and will serveuntil June 30, 
1972. ' • " 
A seasoned Rota~'lan 5ef~r~': 
his election to the .office of 
district governor, Canon Smith 
attended an "international. 
Assembly-lastMay In, Lake 
Placid, New York U,S.A. at 
which al Rotary Governors for 
1971-72; attended, in-depth 
seminars to nrenare for their ,. 
,e/all  Rotary clubs in:this " .area. 
The conference will be  held a t  
HarrisOn Hot Spr in~ B;Ci 
June, 1972. ' 1 . ': ~: L::~ : 
does not attain' Indian status. 
This status can be lost in 
several ways. The most 
frequent way results from the 
intermarriage • of Indian and 
white people; 
Indian partners in these 
intermarriages voluntarily 
relingquish t eir status and are 
not clearly designated to 
reserve or white community 
types of living. 
Children being born into these 
families also fit into the non. 
status group. 
Spokesmen from the local 
group say that they will 
probably follow the paths of 
other non-status erganizations 
in the province. They will 
search for improvements on 
housing, education and job 
unemp!oyemnt, 
T'he funds needed to begin any  
of these projects will have to be 
raised locally and this is the 
chief purpose of forming the 
Terrace group. 
The recently appointed 
NatiVe Council of Canada just 
managed a million dollar 
government grant which will go 
towards helping the non .status 
and Metls Indiar~s in. the 
country. 
The local group wil receive a
$50 assistance tobegin with but 
the major fund raising lies in 
the hands of the local people. 
Terrace Seoretary-Treasul.er 
Della Nelson said the main 
priority at the moment is a 
membership drive. Before any 
real steps can be taken the 
'group will have to build up a 
firm membership and as Mr. 
Seymour said, "Put our heads 
together•" 
Tuesday night he group formed 
an executive board. 
Appointed irectors are Ray 
Seymour Pearl Campbell, 
Betty Ann Bazil, Rhoda 
Seymour and Metro Lazuark. 
Gov't 
blasted 
Although declared a "dead 
issue" at a Terrace Municipal 
Council meeting two weeks ago 
the federal Opportunities for 
Youth received another blast by 
Council Monday. 
In a letter to Donald Murray, 
Liaison Assistant of the project, 
authorized by council Mayor 
Victor Jolliffe said: 
"Further to your letter 
regarding our Opportunities for 
Youth project, my Council 
wishes me to ask what the 
guidelines were in making an 
application for the necessary 
funds. 
"As I am sure you are aware, 
our Municipality went to great 
detail in preparing its brief and 
had lined.upan active program, ', 
and yet we are the only 
community within 500 miles 
that has not receiv&l a .grant. 
"We •are currently 
experiencing Youth Groups 
coming through eur area 
collecting information about 
Senior Citizens homes, etc. 
These Youth Groups are coming 
from Vancouver, some 900 
miles by road to get this 
information, and while I can see 
the point of obtaining the 
information, we could have 
Anyone interested in joining' used our own youth on this type 
the fight can attend Tbursday of project had w(~ received the 
nights meeting at the West grant. - , • 
"Your  remarks in your letter Kalum Reserve. Members will 
be accepted at $1 per Indian 
member and $2 for non- 
Indiads. Another main topic at 
the Thursday meeting will be 
the making of constitution 
bylaws. 
At a meeting in the local 
Salvation Army quarters 
ihat other areas received 
reduced grants are noted, 
however, we received no grant •
whatsoever and we would ask 
again that you review this. Also 
we did not receive a reply or 
visit from your agent in 
Vancouver, Ted Swanson." 
TERRACE HERALD, 
Inside th 
The following is a report of a 
recent Public Works Committee 
meeting. • 
In attendance were G.E. 
Rowland, Victor Jolliffe, L.M. 
Johnstone, Ian MacDonald, and 
the s0perlntendent of Public 
Works H.M. Buncombe. 
Greig Avenue 
Cor r 'esponden 'ce  was 
presented to Committee from 
Willis, Cunliffe, Tait & 
Company Ltd. advising 'of the 
results of the testing conducted 
on Greig Avenue from Emerson 
to Clinton and recommending 
that Greig Avenue from Atwoed 
Street o Clinton Street be paved 
at this time at a cost of $6,000.00 
with an additional cost of $600.00 
for paving the Clinton Avenue 
intersection. 
The  Commit tee -  
recommended that .Willis, 
Cunliffe, TaR & Company's 
letter with regard ~ to Greig 
Avenue be received as 
information and that Greig 
Avenue be deleted from the 1971' 
paving program and substituted 
by other streets to be brought 
forward. It was also 
recommended that a portion of" 
the hill on Greig Avenue by the. 
Salvation Army be paved. 
Mantel's Ditch 
The Committee discussed 
whether any changes to the 
natural watercourse of Mantel's 
ditch was caused by the District 
of Terrace dumping or 
widening, etc. the ditch• Mayor 
Jolliffe gave a brief outline of 
the history of Mantel's ditch. 
'The  Commit tee  
recommended that the Mayor, 
Admin is t ra tor  and  
Superintendent of Public Works 
meet with Mr. Mantel in order 
to obtain the complete story 
regarding the drainage ditch 
and determine whether or not 
the ditch was there before the 
house was built. The 
Committee also recommended 
that when this information is 
obtained Administrat ion 
determine the District of 
Terrace's liabilitY, if any. 
Renovations to " Police 
Department 
The Committee discussed the 
renovations to the Police 
Department and the Committee 
recommended that the District 
of Terrace negotiate with the 
Attorney General to increase 
the'rent per square foot for the 
boarding of prisoners, etc., 
using the proposed renovations 
as a " lever" .  
It was alsorecommended that 
a comprehensive r port be 
prepared for Council and also 
that a report from Staff  
Sargcant Nelson outlining the 
proposed renovations be 
obtained. 
It was also suggested that a 
proper lease agreement be 
drawn up in which is stated any 
renovations, etc. made te the 
Police Department. 
The Committee further 
recommende.d  that  ~ 
Administration e sure that the. 
correct specifications be 
obtained and that the Plumbing 
inspector make certain that the 
plumbing section of the. • 
specifications i correct. 
Snow Removal from Sidewalks .• J 
i,, Downtown Area 
1 A memorandum from the Supt. of Public Works was presented to Committee regarding the snow removal from sidewalks in the downtown 
7k "k TILLICUM DRIVE-IN 
2900 Braun Show starts at  dusk. Phone 635:5310 
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.  Tillicum Theatre 
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TERRACE B.C.  , , p:~: i :~ 
' ' . . . .  . . . . .  r " " AGE'3 :' . 
. . . . . . .  ;~ . . .  I be, . pres'ented to C0mmlttee .in} Mae~ F .d~a l  C~~,~, , :bvas is~/ in :  ~-..,~...- . . . .  
cteare~ oy property owners 'vvhi h ' o ' . .- : . . . . . . .  , . _ ,  . . . . .  . . ., ' 1 . . . . .  . . . . . .  
• T .he  ' Co  m m i t tee  s~.~l~he~eo~mm~r.nd~etl~t}~ " Kamloopa, ~e  very: l~everand: : ,  Pall'.B.earers were l~nard  
r~nm'm*nd~d tk.t ~ . .e ymrm J S Snowaen officlatin . . - and 'Rat h Thomson Val . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the District Sewer ,,r,~ram I,,, , , a~ ' fn* .  , ~  ' . "  , g., - _ ., P . . . .  , 
of Terrace assume the eons~.u~t'/~n"(~'~he'~)~n'~li~'~ mr.' Thomson was 'born in. Mormons Herb Larson,. Orm 
Hawnslow, England-on May 31, Pasqni]] add Bob Pratt" ' responsibility of: clearing the Section from Skeena River 1886 and came to Canada in 
concrete sidewalks in the north to Graham Avenue, a 
downtown area wherever there 
is a curb and gutter. 
It was also recommended that 
the District of Terrace 
Engineering Department 
present to Council proposals for 
the streets to he cleared, cost 
estimates, etc. 
Storm Sewer Thru Co-op 
Parking Lot 
A report from the Supt. of 
Public Works was presented 
regarding Storm Sewer through 
the Terrace Co.op Parking Lot 
and recommending that Council 
abandon and seal the District of 
Terrace culvert across Kalum 
Street thus making the 
responsihility of the parking lot 
drainage fall upon the Terl'a'ce 
Co-op. 
',The Committee concurred 
with the recommendation of the 
Supt. of Public Works and 
recommended that the Terr/|ce 
Co-op be informed in writing of 
Committee's decision and 
suggest to them thatthey begin'  
immediately todecide on their 
drainage and ask about 
connecting to the new outfall 
• sewer• 
It was further ecommended 
that the Administrator and 
Supt. of• Public Works meeting 
with Mr. King, General 
Manager of 'the Terrace Co-op 
before the letter is written to 
discuss the decision of the 
Committee. 
dragline operation 2100' in 
length. This would alleviate an 
ever ,increasing drainage 
problem on Graham Avenue• 
Easements would he required 
for the crossing of Lots I and 2, 
District Lot 611. 
T 'he  Commit tee  
recommended that the SupL of 
Public Works report be tabled 
pending further eport of cost. 
RCMP search 
Terrace RCMP has issued the 
requests for two families 
believed to be travelling in the 
Terrace area. 
Mr.' and Mrs. Peter Klassen 
driving a 1970 green coloured 
Pontiac and pulling a 17 ft. 
house trailer with Ontario 
lieence plates are requested to 
immediately contact RCMP 
concerning an urgent family 
matter. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Riddle 
also believed travelling the area 
in their Volkowagon, Wisconsin 
licence plates CIP-166, are 
urged to contact he nearest 
RCMP detachment for 
information concerning a 
family.emerg.ency. 
Anyone knowing the 
whereabouts of these people are 
also urged to forward necessary 
information to the Terrace 
RCMP. 
Kiwanis to break 
tourist barrier 
The Kiwanis International Air 
Show slated for August 21-22 
should provide the Terrace 
area with a tourist boom 
according to Terrace Municipal 
Council. 
Council decided te aid the 
Kiwanis air show promotion to 
the tune of a $200 grant. 
The grant was made following 
a request for financial support 
.by Art Bates, chairman of the 
air show. 
"Commencing at 7:30 p.m., it 
will be an excellent opportunity 
to meet and greet flyers, local 
Native chiefs, personalities 
from the U.S. and other 
dignitaries and service club 
officers from the area. 
"We have extended 
invitations to 185 people, and 
can expect this number more or 
less. 
"The Terrace Vocational 
School will be planning and 
serving the banquet while 
In' a • letter to council Bates numerous lOchl food markets 
:~ said: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~vill~b~!lii"6VidJng the'fo~l. 
"Further to our earlier "A stageshow isplanned with 
request for financial 
participation on a banquet we 
are hosting on Saturday August 
~21, 1971 to honour our special 
guests Chief Dan George and the 
'flying fraternity' that will he 
-1eking, part in our Air Show. 
=-This is to formally request your 
assistance by hosting the 
'cocktail hour'. 
the affair continuing toten p.m. 
"The Terrace Chamber of 
Commerce are hosting a paid 
admission Dance to commence 
after the banquet. 
"Your favourable r ply would 
be appreciated." 
All proceeds realized from the 
air show will ha forwarded to 
the Terrace Arena Fund. 
" ~R_ . [ I~  "ACROSS THE NORI ;HWEST"  
' eal Estate 1 Insurance Appraisal 
Property Management 
Own your  own home.  
See our exclusive listing of lovely 3 bedroom home at 4830 
Halliwell Ave. Post & Beam construction. Ext ra  rooms in 
basement. Low dawn.payment. For further details or 
viewing, contact our sales staff. 
717 Paquette St. 
Reduced to sell. 10 x 52 Safeway trailer on 80 x 200 fool lot. 
Landscaped, septic,well, porch, ioey; garage and storage 
. shed. Partially furnished. 
Acreage properties for  sale 
MLS 40 acres at RossWood. Has 2 room cabin. Year around 
salmon spawning creek wilh water rites passes thru 
property. Owner will consider house in tewn as part trade. 
MLA 1101 160 acres in Nass Valley. Creek on property. Can 
be purchased on terms. 
MLS 1063 13 acres at RosEwood wilh 700 ft. rd. frontage. 
$S500 full price. Can be purchased on terms. 
,MLS 1157 120 acres at Rosswood. Terms available. 
J 
MLS ilSB Acreage letson Old Remo Rd. Four to five acres 
each. Terms available for purchasing. 
2 acres of land with small building. Has 300':highway 
frontage near Eoppar River. $6,000 full price. Owner Will 
entertain trading on other properly. 
• MLS 1060 4re 5 acre.lets north of Municipal boundary. Some 
lots have creek. Available on lerms. 
: INSURANCE ,,- ,, i : :  
• , . .  • . - 
Suppose  ~ you  were  la id  up  by a . ,  d isab l ing  
acc ident  o r  i l lness. . . .~ " ~ " " " ' 
WoUld  your  salary cont inue?  . ' -  ~ P I * I " 
. • Would you be able to  keep on paying for food,'util ity bills, 
.r.~t or. house  pr, ym~n|s? : : ~. :.~ I ~ . ; .~ " .  r T t ~ i .  : ~4" ~ ' k . . ,  . 
:. I|'S an Unhappy thought but something could happen to you 
and.Uhless your income is protected your,wh01e way of life 
could be disrupted.. ' * 
• .'#,modern, up.to.datelncome ProtectlonPlan eePeci~liy 
tailored,to fit your needs is the a~nswer::: : y.i :,. 
• • We Will:be glad to explain our plan to you. 
" ;"~ ~q i  US ~W" '' "' I L k . . . .  ; ,J , . . . .  . r 
,'/ i;.',:'::(: ~ ' . . . ,  . . .. .... ,,. : ' . 
[ : * ~I46LAKELSE ? :  . i ;:-~, ,, ~:'.:~ .. ": " :'~",~. • - : ,.:*' "~, ; ,~::,': ,., ... ~ ,.:../..:., 
1905. 
He is survival by his wife. 
Doris of i035 Dougla s Street, 
Kamloops, a son Henry Eugene 
Internment" was in' Hillside 
cemetary in Kamloops, 
MacLeods Funeral Chapel in 
charge, of arrangmenets. 
There's  no sawdust  on the f loor  now. No •cker lng  gasl ight .  
No bellowlng.honky.tonk. But when a man calls for a real 
beer, he still means the same thing. Beer brewed slow and 
natural in the honest-to.goodness Old Style way. Cumin' up 
• . . th reemore  of B.C.'s best.selling beer. Old Style •Beer. 
BEER 
Slow brewed and naturally aged 
This I¢lwrl isement is  ~ot ~ublished O~ di ,pt |yed by the Lcquo¢ Control 8g i rd  or  by the Government 0! Brdesh Columbm 
PRUDEN REALT¥,:,;Ltd. 
4641 LAZELLE AVENUE PHON E 635.6371 
PRICE REDUCED on this executive home located on a 
paved street close 1o all services. Three bedrooms, large 
livingroom, dining room and kitchen with eating area. 
Lovely fireplace in l ivingroom plus built in china cabinet in 
diningr0om. Extensive wall  to wall carpeting Also 
cqnsiderable basemen! finishing. You cannot get a better 
value at S31,000. May be viewed by appointment. 
~,. ~ ~:"¢ . ~ , ~ . ~ : ~  
~*~ ~ ~ ~' 
EXCLUS lYE WITH OUI: OFF ICE This brand new home has 
many excellent features which need to be viewed to be ful ly 
appreciated. Located on a large (118x 128) nicely treed lot in 
a quiet area, The full basement could be easily finished fo r  a 
revenue producing unit .  Natural gas heat and wall  t0 iwa l l  
carpeling in living room and bedrooms. Priced to sell a t "  
$25,000. Immediate possession. 
2.= ..... . -'-', 
1 
REVENUE OPPORTUNITY. This large rnederh dupiex i~  
presontly producing $390 per month. Three bedrenms go 
each side plus full basement. Located close in. Full Pr ice 
s37,000 For appointment o view centact our offJca. • " 
~35-5260 ".~,, ....... LARRYPRUDE ~~;',,,,,., ' - , ,~  
TOM SLEMKO':635.3366 ' " - ................. ~:7~'" 
JOHN CURRIE 635.51165 , : , . '  ;:~~i;:'~j..~,.,~ !:~i
• i' wL'~I 
- i ~.-~, ~ 
",.~ s~,~,  
• i 
• .... - ""( '• ' .~: i  L.:..:V~.= . : : .••. :  : , , . :•r .••:•i~,,• . ,. • 
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WHAT'S Peace brother  
By say war dancers  Visiting in Terrace for the We welcome the Zimmer . 
first time is Miss Chris family to Remo, they have . 
McIldoon of Victoria. Chris is recently moved from uragon BYNADINEASANTE 
staying with Andrea Smith on Lake; glad you decided to make It's going to he free. it's Heel) ' Dancer  is wid 
Lakelse Lake Rd. Hope you are this your home. to be "full. And YOU are acclaimed as the master 
having a good time and wil l  xxxxxx  
come again soon. Mrs. B. Moulten and daughter inv i ted. . . to  the Ter race  control and contortion. GI 
Community Centre Auditorium. Kaitchamat, a .  Hoop danci~, 
x xxxxx Kim are spending a weeks thisSunday, AugustlS, at2p.m, expert, and a men~ber of ti 
Vacationing young people holdiay at Lakelse Lake with Feathers, bells, hoops, and Yaklma Nation, from Yakim 1 
from the Northern Training Mrs. G. Paul and family. Mr. heoplala are on ~e program Washington, adds even mm 
Centre are: Barbara Long who Moulton has returned to Iceberg being offered by members of interest to the program With t 
has gone to Prince George to Bay, after a week with his the Vancouver Indian War gyrations through numerol 
visit relations. Ruther family from camp. • Dance Club whose dancers are hoops that seem to ha, 
Jefferson is coming home to x xx x x x travelling to communities all suspended while he eases h 
Terrace to be with her parents• Returned home after visiting ' over the Province. They are 
Dale Brown has been visiting with two of her sons Johp and presenting for the re~ ificatl°n underSUppletheb°dY'willowthr°ugh'circles.°Ver av 
with the Best's, Jefferson's, and Hector and their families is and enjoyment' of British The intrinsic value of tt 
Harders for a few days and Mrs. Dignard of Redeau Ferry, Columbians, the intricacies of originalwar dance has been le 
George Best Jr. is traveling 0ntariuo, traveling with her the original war dances of the in the mist of time, Wbethert~ 
with his parents. Hope you are was her daughter Francis• Mr. Plains Indians. 
dancing prior to battle was tl all having a nice time. R. Dignard of Richmond, B.C'., Indians and non.Indians alike bolster morale or seek divin~ 
If you are going through a brother also came to be with will thrill to the s3nchronizod assistance in war is a mu~ 
Smithers drop in to the Centre, the family, everyone had an heat of feet and tom toms question. But the present fern 
They will "b'e gl~d" to see you, enjoyable time. offered by this professional of war dancing is gaininl 
some of me young people can't If you have any social news of group, popularity merely as a form o 
This is where the blood goes. Little 2 year old Penny Morvan ~)f yo, r blood this Friday and Saturday at the Terrace leave because of the gardens interest please phone 635-3096 Authentic porcupine-hair- ethnic art. 
quietly lies hack in bed at Mills Memorial while approximately • ('omntunlty Centre. Many lives can be spared if you and your and livestock to be attended to. don't be shy, let us know whats head.dressea will accent the full Original meanings fo: I
10occ's oF .ceded bh)od are tra,sfused into her veins. The little neighSours gel behind the RedCross drive for blood. Penny and Visitors are always welcome, going on in your neighborhood, war dance regalia of this group customs may be long forgotter 
gentle°nes donOlpersuasion, take k ndlvtosuch operations and nurses must a p p l y y ~ ; u  can hel little Pen yby donating a pint her hospital frie,ds thank you. which hopes their appearances but traditions, last. In the da 
will create inter-lndian-nation of the 'for real' war danceYs ~ More blood is neeaed A on  the as well as international interest each dancerwasrequiredt,  m u s e  n e w s  BYNADINE in the original eanadian Native make his 0wn costume and so it 
• ASANTE dances, is to this day. 
Mr. Ernie Phillip of Haney, In  the old days, only the 
B.C., who is daddy to three warriors were allowed to dance 
The Red Cross Blood approximately 400 donors a day aid and extend life. The U.S. Senate has dumped beliefs may be commendable about the use of the sticks children, is the leader of the" while the mai~lens' role was to 
Transfusion service is going to take care of the 30,000 lf you are between the ages of the bomb on President Nixon's buttotakelifeforyourbeliefsis because he found himsdf on the group. Mr. Phillip is the stay home and weep for the men 
into it's twenty-fifth year in patients a year in B.C.-Yukon 18 and 65, or with l~arents lap. It is now entirely at the quite another and one which wrong end of one of the utensils, founder, teacher and President who would not return from 
Canada with the first blood who have need of blood. This consent, boysmay donateat 17, discretion of the President would be frowned upon by the while innocently bystanding, of the Vancouver War Dance battle. But timeshavechanged. 
donor clinic held in Vancouver increase of patients comes and are in good health, youcan whether or not the proposed five Almighty in whom both sides xxxxxx  Club. He is presently employed Today, notonlythelndiangirlsl 
British Columbia in 1947. about also in the use of I~lood contribute othis miracle fluid, megaton blast at Amchitka profess to follow, by the Federal Government to but men and women of all races. 
Since then the need for blood fractions, for example, Give life -- give blood. There Island takes place next month. As one Irishman said, "There Mayor John Lindsay of New peform and teach this ethnic _are encouraged to learn and 
and blood products has grown haemophiliacs u e 17,000 units will be a Red Cross blood donor Maybe the blast will be safe. are too many Catholics and too -York denies he is interest in a form of dancing to any B.C. appreciate he War Dances and 
enormously as surgical and OF Pactor 8 a year. This is clinicattheCommunityCentre, But according to American and many Protestants and not presidential nomination butwe school requesting his tuition, aroasked to join in the Circle 
medical techniques have another modern use for blood August 13 and 14 between 1:30- Canadian scientists there is enough Christians." -~hall see what we shall see. Dance which lends an 
developed and populations in amongthemanythathavebeen 4:30p.m. and 6:30- 9:30 p.m. absolutely no guarantee there Mayor Tom Campbell of LikeChristineJorgensenhehas Mr. Phillip, who two years integrated and festive air to the 
our communities have discovered throughresearch to will not be neclear fallout or Vancouver wasn't in his usual changed sides, but she was ago won the international grand finale. 
increased, ecological damage or perhaps Hawaiian haunts during last honest regarding her reasons. Pacific Northwest dancing 
disaster. Saturday night'sGastownriots Lindsay has deserted the ehampionshil~ at Spokane, 
Blood donors have to retire at V ~ n a t  t y p e  you? I bave sent my telegram of but was undouhtedly cooling it sinking Republican ship for the Washington, hopes that through FORESIGHT 
age 65 and of course more and ~ are  protest. Will you let President beside his backyard pool. On safer looking shores of the this travelling group of dancers, PREVENTS FALLS 
more willing and devoted Nixon know that you also care National television he tripped Democratic Party and there is the interest in ti~e N~tive More than half the injuries 
about our future? over his tenuge like a man bound to beanimportantreason interpretive dance w'ill be from falls in the home are donors are reaching that age Each person's blood is one of Some types are rarer than The following telegram will running scared when on the horizon. each year -- others are on the revived not only because of the sustained by persons under 15 
our basic types: A,B,AB, or O. others - the Red Cross needs costyou$2.65ifyousentitnight questioned about police xxxxxx  authenticity but als0 for the and over 65. The drug industry's 
move and for many other Blood type, a characteristic them all. letter rate. brutality to innocent bystanders aesthetic offering of color and Council on Family Health in 
reasons there is a constant turn- inherited from parents, like eye P:esident Nixon, and shoppers. He hum. Offenders against form. Canada says you can lessen 
over in most clinics. It has been and hair color, is determined by Out of 100 donors 46 have O Whitehouse, The lengthened billy clubs used the law who are inmates at the Of interest to local audiences these stunning statistics if you 
suggested that each one of us be the redcelis, blood;42haveAblood;9haveB Washington, D.C. so freely on skulls by the IdahoStatePenitentiarycaused responsible for another donor will be brothers Steven and analyze every area of your 
blood; 3 have AB blood and of U.S.A. Vancouver gendarmie were his a riot in which two men were Mark Point, two energetic home for potential hazards that 
when wc attend aclinic. In this Laboratory tests easily these 85 have Rh positive and 15 Please cancel Amchiika Island elongated i eas, stabbed in the chest. It is young dancers whose mother, can cause falls, and correct 
way the new donors that are so determine the blood types of  have Rh negative. Test. Signature. Most of us don't condone a allegeld that fifty percent of RenaPoint, presently resides in necessary tofill in the gaps left patient and donor before every them quickly. Throw away 
Terrace, B.C. protest which includes a them were high on drugs. They Terrace and contributes to the throw rugs without non-skid by retiring or "on the move" transfusion toensure that they Find out which type you are 
donors will keep the count up to are compatible, by visiting the Red Cross blood marijuana 'smoke in' but many were fighting for a greater Herald. backing, inspect ladder rungs. 
quota at a the blood bank. donor clinic in Terrace's FEAR IN THE NAlVlE OF GOD, more people than pot Smokers number of clothing changes As non-Indian dances have Install hand rails and stair 
To illustrate the growth of this Your Red Cross blood donor Community Centre, August 13- a book title, could be applied to have lumps on their noggins, during the hot weather, their variations and treads on stairways and have 
the action in Norhtern Ireland. Alderman Sweeney felt a Officials say their requests will embellishments, so alsG have good lighting at top and bottom 
life-giving service it now takes clinic will tell you which type 14, Time 1:30 - 4:30 p.m. and To lose your own life for your little differently than Campbell probably be granted, thelndiandanceartforms. The of stairways. 1900 donors a week or you are when you give blood. 6:30- 9:30 p.m. 
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FOR ALL YOUR,FISHING SUPPLIES, 
F'ord Salmon Rod 
*~1 (~ W °~f "li0veEmR S ~ 1: A g Yea tWsJ::L:i:ast:7e 10h0ea :OoOu:f,t ~ ~ I Su iTS  ~ ii ~ i~~ 
"" "'PY I ~l ~ldl~ . . . .  " ' t with electronically welded seams' I • ' VL/Ca npZede ~ Obb;r Complete ~11') C ( r~ , ( C~ ' . " 
C', C,~I~ / J Set On ly - ,~ , , , , t )  ~ on,, 2 , , ) , i  / See Ron Bartlett 
~.~_..~ ~,.,..._.~ ~ a ~  ' . AlwaysS;::rr~ a:o He ,p 
RODS & REELS ACCESSORIES  , " LURES 
FLy eoe 21 95 TACKLE BOX 8 95 Rod* Holder 88 KIT A M4TS 3 pc. Steelhead Old Pal with 2 inside trays ~ ,,,, m . 
with extention butt. Fine Quality Only i Rays Low Price Only ~. . . . .  []  Multi-Position . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
74 94 ° ' . ~ No. 8Q ROD I REEL Spinning Line Fish Net " .o.. o,, o,,, 
13.97 r " Fire Striped Lure Heritage Suitable for trout fishing Gu lMonof lamen,  251b. Te*st 1 ~ n  Wide'mouth w i th47"  , " ' ' '  r '  ' O "O  O ' q ' Complete set Only , 300 ft. Spools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . I  I lVV  extendable handle.  . . . .  ; .  ! . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M I I g M  . 
85 - Krocodlle FJORD FLY ROD " Fly Fishi Motor  , on,, ...................... 
Fully guaranteed for one year. lO. Olil~ Dial-a- -Box 88  e ng 62.99 " 1 
againstdefecls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " V l I V ~  Withga!vanizedsnap Shakespeare Electric 6or  12veil TROUT LURE 07 
T R O U T  n0g Rooster Tai l  On ly  . . . .  * . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~.. ~l l  
Salmon Eggs* * i  "/&e Travel ease § ,97  TEE SPOON"  I IUI  ,.o.uo .o,,'x.°c • ' 
Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  in ~. oz. lar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . ' . . . . . . '  . . . . . . .  : i ~  : for Trou! rod and reel of padded v iny l  Only ~•  • , ~ ~ ~ . 
, • ' " , , " . . ' '" " : For .the'Cohoe Salmon Only . . . .  , , - , . , ,  . . . .  , , ,~ .V  " 
FISHING act : . - . . - '  ,Fisherman~Pliers . 
Childrens Complete " y_Hg c Penoll Lead ill e 
made of non.rust aluminum . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ; . . . .  M Y  .. !Ib.'4"...:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . : . . :  . . . .  : . . .V t~.  " • wilh Rod and Reel Lutes & Hooks Only l i l y  . . . . .  : • 
Water~ Repellent ~ oo Hook Holder Fish Kree ls  " ' "  " '[ : "' * '~' "'r '' ' ' In  FIu°rescen|orange•Onty"L'°'":°:'•";'°°°'°''', i , ' ' ' 
' Rain Check ,n i l  oz. aerosolean ~ 6 O O  Keep snelledhooksinorderwithasnelfed. " R R '  b:ckel .  '~ -  .... " / ' 6 6 8 8  "SanKS" ..... 97 
Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  for Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . : . . . ' . . . ' . . , ,  (Wicker ,  withfeather  strap onlY Cohoe size spinning Lores On ly . . . . ; . . : . . . . ' : : :  
l i  I ' i ~ i  ' ill1 
sBoP  W TR SAY,  CHARGEI  PLEASE"  i i L~ i 
• / '  Ill . . . . . .  ' ' ' ' : ' ;] " I i 
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14 . Business Personal J 
i - ' I I TERRACE EXCAVAT,NG : l  
|Complete septic aystem Installed.| I 
JBackhoe wOrk r by the hour, or I - -  
1 oontracl. • ' " I 
IFoi ", free estimates call 635.306.5" 
i(CTF) " " i 
PICTURE FRAM ES 
Framing of palntlng~;, pictures, 
photos, certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to hang. S0 frame styles to 
choose from. 635.2188. (CTP) 
and 
Verified Circulation 
Clas~;ifled Rates 
~e cents a word (Minimum 20 
i'Os) Display classified $1.25 an 
h. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
arly in 
arly by mail 810 in Canada 
$12 outside Canada 
3~thorized as second class mail by 
I S~ Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
payment of postage in cash. 
IY  - Music, Art, Dancing 
sic Instruction: Enroll now for 
sic instruction in piano, organ, 
ordian. Northern Music Rentals, 
Lazelle Ave., 63S.3388. (CTF • 
esus Christ had tong hair. P.H. 
~TF) 
O WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
eke notice that I, Kenneth Grant 
olmes will not be responsible for 
y debts incurred in my name on or. 
;~fter August 5, 1971., other than 
i~ose personally incurred by me. 
[PT-12) 
I 0 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
take notice that I, Armand F. 
..aplanle will not be responsible for 
t ny debts incurred in my name on or tier August 6, 1971, other, than those lersonaIly incurred by me. (P-11) 
~re you SiCK ano tired of being sick 
;nd tired? Let Alcoholic Anonymous 
telp you. Meetings 
~lanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. 
;keena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
~.M. 
"errace Family Group every Sat., 9 
).M. 
ireaktast Meeting every Sunday I1 
LM. 
dl meetings held in the old Library 
luilding at Kalum and Laketse Ave. 
For information write Box 864 
"orrace, B.C. or Phone:;63S:2830:or 
35-3.8, . -~  ~ ~.  
)on't let posterity "enjoy" your 
)icnic. (P-15) 
4-  BusineSs Personal 
TELEVISION & I=LECTRONIC 
SERVICING 
~one 635-3715 anytime. (CTF) 
. . , i  , ,- o - 
SAV-MOR E BUILDERS CENTRE~ 
LTD. "' 
4827 Keith Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635.7224 
for 
• euildlng Materiats 
Millwork 
"Tested ".Trusses 
Drafling; estimating, blueprinting • 
and 
NOR.PINE HOMES, 
The pro.tab home built in Terra:e 
(CTP) 
Good news for Terrace and Kitimat 
area. St. Michaels famous brand 
name ladies wear, as well as 
childrens and menswear, now 
available at the Boutique 
Internationale, 4616 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, next door to the Central 
Flower and Gift Shop. St. Michaels 
famous in London and Paris and in 
many centres of the world imported 
from Britain to The Boutique 
Internafionale exclusively in this 
area.Also coming for the fall season 
beautiful wools and tweeds Imported 
direct from Scotland. Come in and 
see and compare this value.style and 
quality. " 
Boutique Inlernationale, 4616 
Greig Ave.; Terrace. Next door to 
the Central Flowers and Gift Shop. 
(CTF-T) 
TONY'S  MOBILE  HOME 
SERVICE  & REPAIRS  
For Complete Installation & 
Service 
Blocking & Hook.up all Services 
Skirting & Porches & 
Dismanleling CTF) 
Phone 635.7849 Terrace, B.C.  
WE ARE NOWOPEN 
from 6:30 • 9 :00  p ,m.  
Monday to Saturday 
RIVERSIDE BARBER SHOP 
975 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
(C-10.3 
CARGO EXCAVATING 
.aodscaping, backfilling, basement. 
No job too small. Phone 635.2812 
~ays or 635.4035 evenings. (PT.14 
GENERAL ROOFING 
No lob too big, 
No job tOO small 
See your roofing specialist 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD. 
General Roofing (Bonded) 
Phone night or day 685.2724 
(CTF) 
:or Reliable Service and repair. 
:ontact Ron's T.V. and .Appliance . 
35-3179 anylime. 1018 Queensway. 
CTF) 
BERNINA SEWING MACHINESl 
Thompson Bernina now .' " - I  
located in . ' I 
ELKEN MERCANTILE I 
lest selection, best'values in towel 
,~Oo%s.$59.9S Up In¢lud,ng free I
~23 Laketse Ave., Terrace ' 'l 
Phone 635.2552 (CTF) I 
. APPLIANCE REPAIRS f . 
:or serv ice .to refrlge~;ators, 
reezers, washers, dryers,, ranges. 
.'all Bill Webb at 635.2188. (CTF).," 
For your Radio.and T.V. Repairs,. 
Phone 635-3630 across from the 
~.egion. 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
[a di~/ision of Fred's Refrigeration) 
iCTF) 
ALLAN J.McCOL L • 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 Lakelse'Ave. 
P hone 635.7282 : -~ 
Res. 635.2662 
Terrace, B.C.~ (CTF) 
WATER .WELLS 
Col! your locally owned. 
,: • company r '  
Io  serve you be!tar. 
,All workiguaranteed,',  
r / .CL I IA 'RWAT~R'  :" 
:*':DRILLING :LTD.: 
HWV. !~ E.sf To,,c,; n.:c! 
Make shopping a "Fun Thing" 
32 - Bicyles, Motorcyles 
For Sale. 1967 Honda 450 $500. Call 
at No. S, Timberland Trailer Park. 
(CTF) 
33- For Sa le-  Misc .  
Birch wood for sale~for fireplace. 
Phone 635.2618. (PT-8) 
For Sale. Toro riding lawn mower, 
fridgedaire washing ,'*echlne, 
(portable) air conditioner. 'Ill like 
new. Best offers.. Phone 635-7020 or  
63S.737S. (CTP) 
For Sale. ~ Precast'sidew~,lks, 
concrete patio blocks, d i f ferent  
shapes end colors, quotes on lay;ng 
sidewalks. Phone 63£2603 Uplands 
Nursery. (CTF) 
For Sale - 2 duplex lots 80 x 120 on' 
Welsh and Loen. 
skid for house moving (large) 
• 1 Fan and Oilblower 
Phone 635.5969 (P-13) 
• For Sale - Hay o f fa  field in 
Smithers. $25.00 a ton. Phone John. 
847-2SI6 (P -10)  
For Sale - Gendron baby carriage. 
Phone 635-4214 (P-n) 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Hour or Contract 
Reasonable 
PHONE 
635-3617 
~f .F i  ANYT IME 
sale • 1 Grad suit worn once, size 38- 
40 to fit youlh 6' tall. Phone 635.2508 
(P.10) 
CARPORT SALE - 303 Rifle, Pellet 
r i f le, Xpelair fan, toys, coins, 
microscope, walking canes, odds 
and ends. Friday after 7p.m. all day 
Saturday and Sunday after 11 a.m. 
4829 Welsh Ave. (P-IO) 
For Sale - 3 adjustable steel Jack 
Posts 5'6" to 7'2". Phone 635-6829 {P- 
I0) 
For Sale • One fuel pump and one 8 
ft. florescent two light complete. 
One 16 ft. log chain; One utility 
trailer; all steel frame. Phone 635. 
3698 (P.10) 
Visit a very interesting and 
different stbre~vhereyouwillfind For Sale . Winchester Gold 
DLD FASHtONED PERSONAL Centennial 1966, Model 1S94 Carbine, 
Mint Condition~best offer over $150. 
~,TTENTION Also German 8 MM Mauser. Best For expert advice on 
HEALTH FOODS Citer. F~o~e ~357706 (P-lC) . " 
See Howard and Pegeen in "For Sale • Dog houses, 2' - 3' or 4 fL 
THE MARKETPLACE I long or made to order. Phone 635. 
~ .~; .y4603 LazelleAve;. :: ~ • / 6628 or 635-3867 (PT.18) 
I 
(GT~)  ::' :~,:" : ~ ; "  ~r~For Sale "-"PreflniShed: plywood; 
I ]6 . Lost . . . . .  . . . .  , / Ideal for feature walls. Phone 635. 
5798 (P -13)  
Los t .  from vicinity of Dorman Road 34.- For Rent . Misc. 
a 3month old black and white Boston 
Terrier puppy. Reward. Phone 635. For Rent. Indoor storage space for 
$603~.  (P-11) motorcycles, campers, skldoos,. 
boats, pickups, etc. Phone 635.2603 
18 . Help Wanted-  Male (CTF) 
Wanted. Commission furniture an({ 37 - Pets 
appliance salesman. Some 
experience preferred. Part-time or For 5ale - 4 year old Mare, part 
full time basis. For Interview apply Morgan and Welsh. For further 
Box691,care of Terrace Herald. (C. information Phone 635.6782 (P-10) 
10.3) 
3 Part Siamese kittens to be given 
20 . Help Wanted away. Phone 63S.7768 (P .10)  
Female 
For Sale, One seven year old Mare 
Experienced Secretary required, with saddle, bridleand yearling colt. 
Apply In own handwriting to No. 5 .650Clarke Rd. Phone63S. 
Advertiser, Box 687, Terrace 3265 (P.11 
Herald. Terrace, B;C. (CTF) 
Part/time baby sitter, wanted"for 38 - Wanted - Misc. 
kindergarten aged child. PHone 635- WANTED: Good transportation 
6901 [P-12) economy type au.tom_qbile - 52 tP.6~ 
years, oreterree. Phone 635-7041 
• after 5:30 p.m. (STF) 
28 - Furniture for Sale 
Wanted to buy gOOd used furniture 
3 Bedroom grouping now available Contact Freds Furniture 635.3630. 
-•from Fred's. Include~ are 2 piece (CTF) 
chesterfield, 5 piece kitchen table 
set, 3' piece bedroom suite. Pri.ced Wanted - A ride down to Kamloops 
from $497 or complete with $600 .or Cache Creek. Will share gas 
value consul color TV  from $997. expenses. Phone 635-6357 [STF) 
Contact Fred's Furniture, 4434 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635; 
3630 or Fred's Refrigeration Ltd'. 39 - Boats & Engines 
222 City Center, Kllimat, B.C. Phone 
632.3632. (CTF) 12' Aluminum boat and '6 h.p. 
Johnson motor. Oars end life 
FOR SALE . USED APPLIANCES 'lockets. $400. Phone &15.9973 (STF) 
Westinghouse wringer washer. For Sale. 2 .40  H.P.V.W. engines 
Pump and timer. Good workln (Parts) V.W. Frame.Ideal for dune 
Condillon. $49.95 One 0nly..Tag; NO. buggy. 22 Calbire semi automatic, 8 
64623, , . . . .  r. '. shot clip and scope. 10 speed bike, 
Westinghouse Gas  D i 'yer .  very  good condition. Phone 635.2589 
excellent:condition. One on ly  Tag ~ (P'10) 
No, 67282 $99.95 
For 5ele: River boa1. 20.ft. long. 
Zenith Wringer Washers - gOOd Also trailer. Phone 635-6429. (P-19) 
appearance and working condition. 
2Only. Tag No.s67290&64708 59.95 For 'S~,le: 14 ft. Aluminlum boat. 
each. I I " ' Brand new. Asking $350; Phone 635. . - . . . 
2321; (STF) 
Kelvinator Automatic Dryer 
Recenlly serviced One only. Tag, Older slyl(~ converted lroller now a 
NO. 6727S $49.95 roomy 38ft. faml y cru ser, Ready to 
Frigidaire Automatic Washer • go. Includes marine radio, 6 man 
' multi.cycle. One only Tag. No 70743 dinghy, etc. $4,700 Phone 632-7614 
$69.95 KItimat. (P-13) 
• x :ALL SALES FINAL 
At Your MecLeods Store For Sale -15 ft. fibreglass boatwith 
75 h p ChrYsler motor, else Included 
,Corner ot LazeJle and Kelum (C- water skis and accessories. Phona 
10 "3) .' 635.3353 after 6 p .m.  (P -10)  
~Are yoqJ p,~ylng too much for 
furniture? I f 'so try our furniture 41 - Machinery for Sa le  
rentlng:,iplan..We!/rent :complete 
household ~u~nlture Inc'ludlng .TV NEW AND USED 
w!th option to buy, Freda Furniture TREE FARMER SKIDDERs I 
43- Rooms for Rent 
KEYSTONE COURT APTS. 
L2, & 3 bedroom deluxe suites Scott 
Ave. Terrace. Swimming pool for 
tenants. Phone 635.$224. (CTF) 
OSBORNE GU 11=ST HOUSE. 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
residential area. 2812 Hall Street. 
Phone 635.2171. (CTF]~ 
FLYNN APTS.  
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 CTF) 
Room available for gentlemen in 
basement. Phone 635.4217 (P-10} 
Sleeping rooms for rent - 1 block 
from downtown. Private entrance. 
Phone 635-2426 between 2 p.m. and 4 
p.m. (P.11) 
For Rent - ROom for working man • 
kitchen facil it ies available also 
shower. Phone 635.5580 (P-10) 
THORNHILL/~itOTEL ' 
& COF.FEE SHOP 
HOusekeeping Units 
Propane bottle nlllng 1 ~ 
Paclfic 66 Gas and Oil 
Highways 16 East (~TI ~ 
Hillside Lodge 
4450 Little Ave. 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping units, 
centrally located, full furnished. 
Reasonable rates by week or month. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 635.6611 
(CT F ) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedrOOm deluxe apartments 
designed for family living. 
Carpeting, carport and full 
basement. 
For appointment o view Phone 
635.7320 (CTF) 
44 - Room & Board 
Room and board for gentleman in 
town. Phone 635.5572, (P.10) 
Monthly room and weekend board or 
lust room." Phone 635.7768 (P-10) 
Room and beard for one working 
man. Phone 625-2321 (CTF) 
47 - Homes for Rent 
New 3 bedroom, 2-storey, town 
house apts. Full basement, carport, 
carpeting, available.July 1st, Kalum 
Gardens, Phone 635.5088. (CTF) 
Furnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cedars Motel. Phoae 
635.2258. (CTP-3) 
' Rent : 3 bedroom-roW houses:with 
-~ef rigerator s-aod:Moves,-aome,~Bttt,~ 
washers and dryers'. Electric heat. 
Close to downtown and schOOl s 
Playground for children. 
References required. Apply' Mrs. 
Rebe Phillips, Cedargrove Gardens, 
4529 Straume, Suite 12S. (CTF) 
3 bedroom house In Thornhill, 3 
miles from town. Phone 635.2603 
(CTF) 
For Rent.  2 bedroom.home, fully 
furnished, wall to wall carpet, all 
utilities paid. Phone 635-2928 or view 
at 4604 Tuck (R-10) 
48 - Suites for Rent 
For Rent . 2 or 3 bedroom suite 
unfirnished. Ask for Mr. 
Schaperkotter; Krumm Rd. No. 1, 
Lot B. (CTP) 
For rent : 1 suite for quiet couple, 
close to town..Wall to wall car.pat, 
includes trig and stove. Available on 
August 1S. Phone after 4:30 635-2021 
(P-12) 
Por Rent • one bedroom suite for 
rent in Thornhill, stove and fridge 
supplied $128.00 a month includes 
utilities. Phone 63S.3437 (CTF) 
.For Rent - 1 bedroom furnished apt.. 
Phone 63S.20~5 (P.n) 
For Rent. Furnished housekeeping 
unit. gentlemen only $70 per month. 
Phone 635.2928 or view at 4604 Tuck 
(P.)0) 
For  Rent . smalr 2 bedroom apt. 
Couple or couple wilh child. 770 
River Dr Phone 6~-3168 (P-10) 
49-  Homes for Sale 
3 bedroom house, 1,000 sq. ft. Off 
IHighway 16E. 2 miles from 
ISkeena Brid~e. Phone 635-2603 
- (CTF) 
For Sale. Private. 3 bedroom house 
in Terrace on quiet street, near 
schools..,3 'minutes from downtown. 
Terms can be arranged. Phone 635. 
7337 (CTF) 
For Sale by Owner ; 3 bedroom 
house with carport on 80k 200 ft. lot 
In Thornhlll; Near school and store. 
Would. consider discount fer 
reasonable cash Offer. For 
Appointment.to View ph()ne 635.5317 
(P .11)  " .. ;" 
• " ' -  ' " a 
House for Sale" 3 I~droom house on 
landscaped 60,x 2001ot, 1 blk. from 
schools, 'Will take'house trailer as 
down payment ApPly 892 Pine St. 
after 6 p:,m..!(P.;iD. . . . . .  
51.  Business L0Cations 
"4434 Lakelse Ave/  635.3630., (CTF)' 
." Wringer wasl~er; exCellent condlt on 
$aS:00:Ce l l  635-~694after'6 p.m (P .  
11) : ;  F I ' I . . . .  ' '  : ' ' "  : : . ' 
29/ Musical  Instruments 
Musical .Inst'rumonts: Plane's for 
rent with option to purchase, Guitars 
and :amplifiers for sale Or :rent. 
Northern Musical'. Rentals,, 48S2 
Lazella Ave.,, 635.3388. (CTF)  " :. 
For Sale. 1 Brlacoll Chord organ, 49 
keys - 6 selectors:lnclbdeS else ", 
! electric guitar with'case:' ; ' 
52 • Wanted to Rent' 
Wanted to Rent . Couple wants . 
Sept. 1st. one or two bedroom 
furnlshe(~ home, apt. or mobile 
home. Call Friday to Monday 635. 
7945 (P.10) 
Wanted • Sleeping room wanted in 
private home for quiet working 
gentleman. Close to downtown is 
~efer~-ed. Phone ~15.5359 (CTF) 
55 -•Proper ty  for  Sale 
FOR SALE.BY OWNER 
Lot in Thornhill. Has septic tank 
and field on Public water supply; 
Has existing concrete foundation. 
Can arrange 100 percent financing 
for approved party. Phone 635.7337 
(CTF) 
For Sale: One 75 x 100 ft. lot and 12 x 
S,I ft.~General Trailer. fenced and 
landscaped. Asking SI4000.00. Phone 
$.6726. (CTP) 
55 -•Proper ty  for Sale 
Downtown commercial property 
comprising two shops totalling 1,800 
sq. ft. plus rental unit and parking 
space. Substantial mortgage 
available at / percent. Contact Mr. 
Moore, 4616 Greig Ave. (CTF.T) 
For Sale: Property in the Ness. 
Contact Si or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
Nass Camp, Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
In ThornhUl 2V= acres of land. or~ 
Highway 16. Phone 635.5233 (STF) 
For Sale ]n Thornhlll. •Cleared lot 75 
x 200 ft. on water. Reasonably 
~ ricod. Phone 635.2772 after S p.m. PT. 10 
2ACRES 
on Kalum Lake Drive, GOOd 
speculative prospects. Out of town 
privacy in your house or trailer. 
Phone 635.5790 (P.10) 
Acreages for sale . 3, 4 & 5 acre 
parcels just north of Terrace city 
limits. Water available, terms. 
Phone 635.5900 (CTF) 
56 Business Opportunity 
" For Sale-. Well establishbd retail/ 
lousiness. Genuine reason for salel 
other business interests. ;contactB 
Mr. Moore, 4616 Greig Ave., l  
(CTF.T.3) _ | 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale . 1966 Pontiac four door 
sedan, re~ in color, up for bids. 
Phone 635.6387 between 9 a.m. and ~) 
• p.m. weekdays. (C-12.3) 
--lt68.'PlrYmouth.-Sparts Fury, 318-OU~ 
in . 'A .T .P .B .P .S . ,  cassatte tape 
deck. Buckets. Low mileage, 
Immaculate throughout. Best offer 
Phona 635.5872 (CTF) 
Per Sale • 1968 Valiant Barracuda 
family sport hardtop .Auto. V.8 
radio, belted tires, as is, reasonable 
financing availab.e Phone 635.4214 
(P-n) 
1950 Chev pickup, open for offers. 
Phone 635-2195 (P.11) 
For Sale - 1 ton 1959 Welding truck 
with winch. 3,000 miles on new 
motor, 300 AMP D.C. Hobart Welder 
with remote control. All in good 
running 'condition.-Total price is 
$2,000 No offers. Phone 635.5343 (P. 
10) 
For Sale - new deluxe camper and 
new Ford pickup for sale. Sleeps 6. 
Phone 635.5900 (CTF) 
1963 Mercury Monterey hardtop. 
Automatic transmission, power 
brakes and steering. Good motor 
$500 Cash. Phone 635.7890 (P-12) 
For Sale - 1970 Olds 98 with power 
equipment. Air conditioning, 11,000 
miles. Immaculate condition. 
Phone 635-$991 (P-10) 
', SALVAGE 
67 International VF220 Tandum 
Dump 
67 Toyota 
69 GMC Handi.Bus 
70 Chev Camper. 
65 Volkswagen 
Enquire.Skeena Adjusters Ltd., 4742 
Lakelse Ave. 635.225S. (CTF) 
For Sale: One 1970 Kenwortfi Model 
W.923 CNC excellent condition, rAil 
in¢lulrles should be directed to 635. 
3113. (CTF) 
For Sale: 1970 Volkswagen can, 
automatic, radio, 20,O00:mlles, new 
snow tlres~ 'Best offer. Phone 635. 
7020 Ol;635.7375. (CTP)' • 
;or  Sale • 1970 heavy duty Ford t~ 
Ton pickup with fiberglass camper 
Sleeps 7. Phone 635.3542 or apply 
4616 Soucle $t. (P-10) 
For Sale. Mustsell 1970 FOrdLTD 
39OV.8 auto hardtop 2 dr. Excellent 
con~lltion, many extras,~.lncludlng" 
P.5 P,W., radio, rear speaker, vinyl 
roofi also Includes two good studded 
tires on rims. $3,7S0 Phone Dave 
Pease: 635.5250 after 6 p.m. (P-I1] 
1970 IHC V= ton P.U.V.8, P,B. P.S: 
deluxecabwlth buckets. Will accept 
older ,"car or P.U. as trade. • 
Financing can be arranged. $3,200 
:Phone 63S.7493 eves. (P-10) VOLVO FRONT I~ND LOADERS Newly Decorated off ice 
. . . .  Birch panelled wails, wall 1o wall 
: Full range of new arid ," used Tree' windowS.carpet'" EApprox,lectric:,heat,900 sqUareLargefeet.N°rthon .~8'ii- Tra! le rs  ~ I~., ;.Y 
Farmer Skldders • ALL SIZES ': Lakelqe :Ave .  .Appl;F ~ ,Elkeri, 
New ahd~used Vo vo Front End Mercantlle.iPhone,635.3552.(CTF-3) ' ! &OMTHPARK HOLIDAY 
.l:oaderl -: ALL SIZES ,' :, ' I TRAILERS&CAMPERS 
. . . . .  'ALL P:RI'CED . . . . . . . . . .  TO.'SELI~A' ~.' "'," ~ :  ":~":" " " " '  ~ ~" :"" "::'"i:':"iHiicI1es'mlrr°rs"~ic~:' I ", 
contact ui'0t::.- , " :  :", :': ", 
--  .----.. . . ,-,~.--...  
i 
,VancOu~e-i . :." .' *. "321;~11: Eorrent . I  2bU!ides~sPaceslnnew ' . I / ' ' ' , ' , ! '  ":SALES ,. 
PrlnceGeorge . . . . .  ' '.' ~S&I-7181,' bulldlngS00Iq;~f,t,&.~0OSd, ft.Ph'ooe:, ::: ' :~ ' :~w:  "16West':"' :: : 
'(CT;14.3)/, ". ~.\.' ' " i':' .'• '.'.,. ,':"•: :: '7,':; ", : i  "':':"i'"; " • ' ' " ~.. LPh•~Io"6~,20~ •;,... (CTF) 
Wanted" in1~ne¢liafel~ '.'~i bedroom , 
tu rn  shed d01to.',ol; 'apt~ r Write :.4 : . :Rooms: fo r  Rent  For Re, i ' 10 x:3 -, ,:-'~.!~: :..,~. ,., ; ,.....-. , .~ ...,?. , ' .  . . . . . .  . 8 . twq:bedroom'.  ' • AdvertlNr B0x6119~'teraco Herald, 
' : '  ' ~ erv, 'aox 690, :Terrace 
:~;:':1" . , i.~Hara d ,. ((;TF) . . . .  
tailor as of Sept; I 
i~ .~ : References 
m 
58- Trai lers 
For Sale. 10 x S$ ft. Nashua trailer. 
Fully furnished, gOOd condition. 
Phone 63S.2043 (P-11) 
EmpressMot0r Homes . 
Come in and see our new 1971 Motor 
Homes. 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please phone 635-3a78 after S or 
Saturdays. (CTP) 
For Sale. 2 joey shacks, 6 x $ porch 
and 8 x 12 finished room. Phone 635- 
2258 (CTF) 
i 
TRAILE R SPACES 
Fenced green lawns, 
playground, close to 
schOOl. S30.00 and 
I;35.00 per month. 
Also Trailer rentals 
Located 944 Kofoed St. 
in Thornhlll. Phone 
635.2482 or 635.2386 
(P-11) 
1968 Prowler Model 19 Travel 
Trai ler . tully self-contained, 
styrofoam insulated for year round 
living. Shag carpet and other 
extras. Phone 635.5991 (P-IO) 
For Sale - 16 foot Travel Trailer, 
sleeps four. Phone 635.7308 (P.11) 
1969 12 x 50 Mobile Home, Excellent 
condition, full skirted with 8 x 8 Joey 
shack, set up In trailer park. S6500 
unfurnished. S7200 furnished with 
washer and dryer. Phone 635.7920 
(P-13) 
Per Sale. 1967 19 ft. Holiday travel 
trailer, well equipped, likenew. Can 
be vlewe~ at 4813 Olson St. Full 
price $2,500 Phone 635.5958 (C-10.3) 
• HOME SALES 
iTERRACE)  LT.~I, 
• KNIGHT 
SQUIRE  
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Come In and  See  Our  Se lec ts1  
o f ,Doub le  Wideand S ing le"  
: :Un i t  
Box 189, | 
,~ Highway 16 Ea~/ I 
Phone 635-3343 I I 
Terrace,  B.C. I 
.... t~ega I"- ....... 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
TREE PLANTING 
Project No. 93L3-9 
Contractors are advised that 
the British Columbia Forest 
Service intends to let a Planting 
Contract in the Fall of 1971 for 
the planting of 100,000 trees on 
214 acres  more or less situated 
approx imate ly  $0 mi les  
southwest of Houston and within 
the Mor ice P.S,Y.U. 
In" order  that prospective 
b idders  may have an 
opportunity to view the planting 
site and acquaint themselves 
with conditions on the ground, 
the Forest Ranger at  Houston 
wil l  conduct Interested parties 
the area on August 25, 1971 
leaving the Ranger Station at  9 
a .m.  T ranspor ta t ion ,  if 
provided by the Forest Service 
wi l l  be a t  the prospect ive  
bidders' risk. 
Sealed tenders  for this 
contract wi l l  be received by the 
Chief Forester up to 4 p.m. 
Thursday,  September 2, 1971, 
Tenders  w i l t  not be 
considered unless made out on 
the Tender  fo rm suppl ied,  
properly signed and wltnessed, 
and accompanied by a deposit: 
in the form of a cert i f ied cheque 
or 'money order  In the  sum of 
f i fty dollars ($S0.00) payable to 
the Minister  of: Finance. 
Tenders must  be submitted in 
lhe envelope marked "Tender 
for Tree Planting". ~ 
Lega I 
NOTICETOCREDITORS Who would 
Estates  ,of the  fo l low ing  
deceased: Sidney HARRIS, steal from 
la te  of 3699 Os ier  ,S t . ,  
•Van¢ouver, Nlkolal SAWIUK,  Sa l ly  Ann 
la te  of  951 Boundary  Rd., 
Vancouver ,  Edward  
STAMNES,  la te  of 610 
Alexander St., Vancouver, B.C. TheTer race  Sa lvat ion  Arm 
Creditors and others having i s  so le ly  concerned  w i t [  
claims against the said estate 
are hereby required to send  
them duly  verif ied, to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
B.C., before the 24th day of 
September, 1971, after which 
date the assets o f - the  said 
Estate  w i l l  be d i s t r ibuted ,  
having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
CLI NTON W. FOOTE, 
PUBL ICTRUSTEE 
(C-13.3) 
assisting :the unfortunate 
:victims of society and yet there 
are still some bent souls that 
will break.in and rob from the 
Army'B eitadel on Greig Avenue 
in Terrace. 
During one night last week 
someone smashed the window 
in the building's rear section 
and gained access into the 
basement area. 
The following rnorning 
Terrace RCMP were alerted 
and Army officials tried to 
determine the articles missing 
after the break-in. 
The only item missing as far 
as member Colleen McDames 
could see was a thick wad of 
welfare order forms. The forms 
when correctly endorsed can 
serve as negotiable instruments 
for food, clothes and lodging. 
Local stores and businesses 
were immediately aler.ted but 
no forms have reportedly 
bounded do-date. 
This is not the first time .that 
the Army has had to deal with 
bandits. 
The ultimate robbery 
occurred recently when some 
unknown hands lifted .'money 
from the ehildren's birthday 
collection set up at the Army's 
church. In anyone's books 
stealing money is considered 
against both mora l  and 
government law but when 
• someone has the gaul to steal 
money from children they 
either have a basic lacking 
quality of human character or 
they are so desperate that they 
would knock-off their own 
mother in order to achieve their 
SUCCesS, 
No thieves in the past have 
walked awaay away with any 
articles of.real .value.. Only.. 
~tams ~ s ~ ,  Army's~'._ 
Iguitar, '~veltare= forms and 
collection money have been 
lifted. These items certainly 
have no market value to thieves 
but to members of the Citadel 
they are very valuable. 
Large quantities of money 
and other objects likely to catch 
a thief's attention are notkept 
at the citadel and all thieves are 
hereby noticed to channel their 
unlawful actions in other 
directions. 
The-~-my each month issues 
Welfare forms to needy persons 
- imany of whom have at one 
time been thieves and 
imprisoned for their deeds. • 
• Why one of Robin Hood'S own' 
men would rob his leader.is ~ 
beyond all explanation. These 
break-ins are like a slap in the 
face to a person whose •only 
ii)t~nd()n i's ~) give'a h~l~i~gl 
naBo.  
• . , , 
NOTICE TO CRE-DITORS 
Estate  of Haro ld  E lmer  
RUTH oka Haro ld  Ernest  
RUTH,  deceased,  late of 
Genera l  De l ivery ,  Ter race ,  
B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims aga!nst the said eslate 
are hereby required to send 
them duly verif ied, to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
3.C., before the 151h day of 
September, 1971, after which 
date the assets of the said 
Estate  w i l l  be d i s t r ibuted ,  
having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
Clinton W. Foote, 
Public Trustee 
(C.lO-3) 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
TREE PLANTING 
Project No. 93Lll-5 
Cont rac tors  a re  advised 
that the Br l t i sh  Co lumbia  
Forest Service intends to let a 
Planting Contract in the Fal l  of 
1971 for ~he planting of •52,000 
trees o~0 acres more~o~ss 
s i tuatedapproximately ' IS  ml|es 
southwest of Telkwa and within 
the Smlthers P.S.Y.U. 
In order that prospective 
b idders  may L have an 
opportunity to v iew the plant ing 
site and acquaint themselves 
with conditions on the ground, 
the Forest 'Ranger at Smlthers 
wi l l  conduct Interested ~r t ies  
to the area on August 261h 
leaving the Ranger Station a f  9 
a .m.  T ranspor ta t ion ,  If 
provided by the Forest Service 
w i l l  be at  the prosioecf lve 
bidders' risk. 
Sealed tenders  for.  this 
contract wi l l  be received by the 
Chlef Forester up to 4 p.m. 
Thursday, September 2, 1971. 
Tenders w i l l  not  be 
considered unless made out on 
the Tender  fo rm suppl led,  
properly Signed and witnessed, 
and accompanied by a deposit' 
in the form of a cert i f ied cheque 
or money order in the sum of 
f i f ty  dollars ($50.00) payable to 
the Minister of Finance. 
Tenders must be submitted in 
the envelope marked "Tender 
for Tree Planting". 
The lowest or any tender wil l  
not necessarily be accepted, 
and the Forest Service reserves 
the right 1o l imit  the number of 
,contracts held by any party at  
any one time. 
Planting stock required for  
the contract w i l l  be supplied 
free o f  charge  by the Forest ] 
Serv ice  f ,o ;b,  at  a p lace J 
des ignated  by the Fores t  I 
Serv ice .  " " ' J 
'Part iculars may be obtained I 
The Iowestor .anytender  wil l  from"~ .the Chief  Fores ter ;  
. /not necessar l i y  be. accepted, Par l iaments  Bu i ld ingS ,  War  
andthe  F0rest~erviceresel;veS V ic tor ia ; ,  f' i;0m the  D is t r i c t  ;arid 
the right to l im i t  the number of Forester,' P r ince  Ruper f ; ' . -o r  
contracts held byany  pai ' ty lat  from', the  Fores t  Ranger at  
any one time. • 4 " ' Sml thers~Br i t i sh  Coiumbla;(..'C- 
Planting stock requ red for  1 1 . 3 ) ~ -  
the contract.  ;Will be :supplied I I J I l I ~ J l ~ l l ~  . . . .  
f ree of charge  by .the Forest ~ , ,  i I ~ _  _ _ _ _ _ ~  ~I  
des ignated by : : the  Fores t  
service; 
Part iculars.  maC:be :obtained 
• f rom the: .  Chief i Fores ter ,  
Par l iament Bul d ngs, V ic tor ia ;  
from the D is t r i c t "Fores ter ,  i~! : l~ .~ 
Prince Ruper½; o f f ' f rom the 
Fores t  Ranger  at  ,Houston ,  ' j  
British Columbia:,..(C:11.3) ~ " " 
m 
, :TO I  LATE: i - : - -  
. . . .  t "k • :TOIIOLASSlFV : .  . . . .  
RCMP say 
moderate 
to high 
Activity at the Terrace RCMP 
detachment moved frdm 
moderate to high as !the past 
week reached an end. 
RCMP spokesman report ~t  
over a 24 h0urperiod from 
Friday to Sa'turda'~ morning:a 
zotal of 20 separate complai.tS 
arose: ~ • ..... , , , ,  _,~ 
i:Each of  the Con~nln in tc :  
members, 
week's corn 
minor didtul 
persons, and 
:TRAILER OWNERS: 
Jr,haum 
h ¢ould:l 
il !] 
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'I~Rg.ACE' HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
t 
' THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 
TERRACE 
BLOOD 
DON011 
IS IN THE RED 
WE NEED YOUR BL 
• . ' * ' ,  !~ ~ ~" /  i~  '~:~!~, .  :~ i~; . ' i .  ~.~ i ' ,  : ' .  
. . . .  • . . . . . . .  '~. i ~ * ,i ' . ' " 
!• 
, Friday, nugus|  113 
Saturday, August 14 
OLINIO 
TERRACE 
COMMUNITY 
CENTRE 
1:30 - 4 :30-  6 :30-  9:30 p.m. 
IF YOU ARE BETWEEN 
THE AGES OF AND 6s 
AND HEALTHY 
WE NEED 
Is your name on this list of donors at  the last olinie? 
Le.a Taylor 
Janice Robinson 
David Barker 
Bob Glover 
Peter Jarvis 
Tapio Halonen 
Monaco Lessard 
Victor Jolliffe 
Bob Johnson 
Murray Kennedy 
Jean Paquet 
Norman Bisaro 
Gall McCell 
Gerald Dacre 
Berta Troelstra 
Keith Croft 
William Bowman 
Jeanne Maxlmchuck 
Victoria Redound 
Dicla Wolfe 
Jean Foote 
Frank DeBartola 
Ralph Trelenberg 
Maximes Volney 
Dieter Graner 
Douglas Libby 
Dick Edwards 
Jean White 
Edith Clement 
gun Straumlcki 
Shirley Russell 
Tom Jones 
Andrew Todoruk 
Godfrey Hagen 
Melinda McConnell 
Julie Ruder 
Olive Phillipson 
Allan Jacques 
Angele Rowe 
Gall McHugh 
Cindy Coburn 
Francis Healey 
Lyndon Gardner 
Myles Bolduc 
Oswald Keinapoel 
Charles Barnett 
Gloria Kuemper 
Bradford Britton 
Ray. A.P. Horsfield 
Oavid Kaiser 
gay Munson 
Tom Bates 
S. Cook 
Pamela Leslie 
Christine Mathisen 
Mary Brandon 
Marion Robertson 
Ella Goodlad 
Pekka Slorman 
Marilyn Laidman 
Elizabeth Anderson 
Helen, 6achleitner 
Geraldinl Rodger 
A Kuempor 
G. Braun 
Paula Forbes 
P. Haagen , 
Ann Swlnwoed 
Dorothy Kerman 
Michael Potter 
Beatrice Hemal 
Linda Giles 
Donald Parmenter 
Helen Williams 
Shirley Swanson 
Noreen Mats 
Merle Merkley 
Helen Bergen 
Carol Froese 
Robert Collie 
Elaine Renaud 
Nell McDougall 
Allen Hollberg 
'Dennis Renaud 
Walter Van Hauidren 
Steven Hambleton 
Melvin Klyou 
Erick 8ouzer 
' David Bratseth 
Dan Smith 
Viola Bonlck 
Tom Wlsfllow 
J.A. Boulard 
Jim Frey . 
Donald Kyle 
William VanDnle 
Ragena Lanctot 
Marie Johnson Dennis Dickson 
Kim Jolllffo Norman Mantel 
Rose POlly Tony Ippel 
Wandn Llndaoy Garry Reinhardt 
Mariorie Lindsay Shirley Clark 
Dennis Baun Mary Malinowski 
• Rudolph Lanki Jim LeGros 
Jerry De Boer ' Donna Green 
Clifton Reddick Richard Bourke 
Gabrielle Godet ' Leopold Schulmeister 
Susan Tucker James Brian Latham 
Kay Williams James Jefferis 
Barbra Hobbs Fred May 
Frank Dyck Jean Jefferis 
Milton Nelson Margaret Jeffrey 
Gene Llewellyn Herbert Fershan 
Edgar Lawson Ann Karpyshyn 
Damodar Joshi Emily Karpyshyn 
Maurice Fortner Leander Nordlck 
Clifford Neilson James Mantel 
Oscar Moore Howard Bush 
Maizie Althaus Amy Kroeker 
Gladys Abrahams Fred Hislop 
Grian Gregg Pat Hall 
Barry Holland Madeleine Lacoursiere 
Rachhub Sahota Kelth Soules 
Patyricia Smith ,. Elizabeth Clark 
Eleanor Mondock Christina Blunderfleld 
Norma Robinson Florence Peterson 
Los Hunter Rose-Marie Straume¢k 
Corrine Haines Louise Normandau 
Bernice Fray Korea Jansen 
Fred Stewart Lisla Tomes 
Ruthana Qruine Rennie Young 
John DeWacht Dick Eisen 
Graig Rossiter Waldemar Froese 
Fred Hainstock Margaret Patrick 
Barry Lloyd Gloria Hess 
Bill McGaw David Esthchille 
Gerald White Ann Auckland 
Roger Renaud Kennith McDames 
Norman Carey George Auckland 
Margaret Pulishe Gordon Willie 
Norman Goodlad Rise Harris 
Mike Reseboom Margaret Harris 
Rodney Piper Sidney Harris 
Anne Redmond Gladys Sloen 
Willy Schneider Mike Johnson 
Iris Demeres William Waiters 
Charlotte Boulard Edward Fairless 
Winston Swinwood Larry Munson 
Eileen Piper Barry Upton 
Verna Warren Allan Taylor 
Sylvia Potter Frederick Locke 
Margaret Mitchell Ray Seymour 
Desmond Connaughten David Ferguson 
Norman Noel Larry Sherman 
Dumma Cleland Oscar Tomren 
James Bromley Jani¢e VanTol 
Frances Buschert, Leo Carpay 
Pete Crowder John Walsh 
Glennis Hollies Laura Muller 
Helen McKoown William Adamson 
Donald Wiseman Waldo Reszltnyk 
William Curie Linda Hodglns 
Barbra Imler Barry Marlin 
Guy Re;sheen 'Gerry Vanderest 
Wilson Barker Cecil Hedglns 
Louise Parmenter Audrey Taylor 
Marion Purscnke William Bystedt 
Gordon Leighton .June Craney 
Corona Grass Barbra Baleen 
Sharon Brewerton Terry Tero 
Run Levesque Earldlne Embury 
Sally Smaha Lucllle Champeux 
Pat Davey Robert Hlpplsley 
Sartan Roberge Richard Llewellyn 
Therese Schlesser Robert Davldson 
Margaret McConnell Redy Bahula 
Frances Lindstrom Cathy Warren 
Keith Scott Helvi Chenier 
Dave Ellis .Hilkke Flury 
Suzanne Hall Harry Bolton 
lynes Thompson Mann Boiler 
Katherine Jasper Ray Rowe 
Cliff Mills Wilfred McKenzie 
Bonnie Sutherland Marvin McKenzie 
Louise Dial • Robert SteWart 
Ken Sundberg Evelyn Stanley 
Sharon West Dennis Jansen 
Henry George West Ceoiila Qulbell 
Thomas Kofoud Florence Bark 
Medeline Wlnklor Conrad Bark 
Thomas Malay Brock Norgberg 
Wider Sandhals Ella Shultz 
William VanDooren Irene Wernicke 
Frederick Wilson Helmuth Aithaus' 
Brian Sornechl Katherine MacGruer 
Bruce Adkins 
Robert Wilcox 
Robin Knight 
Agnes Redmond • 
Vesta Christy 
Elsie Anderson 
Don Varner 
John Vink 
Frank PaulitsclM(e 
Parker Mills 
Henry Seinen 
James Cullum 
Leo Rellond 
Wayne Walker 
Andrew Miles 
Audrey MacKInnon 
Catharina Faber 
Ben Faher 
Mildred Reed 
Brian Munson 
Susan Munsen 
Frank Munson 
William Middfeton 
• •Agnes R®erts 
Elsie RIndahl 
Jim Faber 
Margaret Faber 
Judy Newell 
Edward McColm 
Cecil Blakeburn 
Geoffrey Harris 
Arthur Greet 
Patricia Johmon 
Ran MoIz 
Margaret Reinhardt 
Anne Bennett 
Charles Clark 
• .Ted Striker 
David McKeown 
John Hales 
Tony Vandendool 
Los Buller 
Charles Place 
John Thorny¢renk 
Larry Wale 
Margery Kuilboer 
Cornalees Bream 
Heather McDougal 
Clarence Endlow Jr. 
Ingrid Wiedeck 
Gary McCamon 
Allan MacDougal 
Dave Stewart 
Don Fenrlck 
George English 
Archle Blunderfield 
Clarence Vanderkwaak 
Herman Bandstra 
Audrey Troelstra 
Anka Troelstra 
Joe Jansen 
Gordon Mudie 
Annabelle MacKenzie 
Hondric Vanderschnaf 
Joseph Vanderkwaak 
Paul Ribby 
Wilfred Hogg 
Edward Schlosser 
Ernest Kuemper 
Jacquellne Porter 
Steve Obzera 
Petrlcia Goulet 
Grog Smith 
Dennis Booth 
Phyllis I~ocke 
Lois Crowder 
Joeseph Champoex 
Brian Beach 
Cliffe~l Granvelle 
Theresa McKay 
Katherine Anker 
John Slrechi 
. Rite Beach 
Earl Larsen 
Agnes Musto 
Lilllan Pritchett ' 
Tom ueKergonsmoou 
Bruce Schnurr 
Sharon McAvey . 
Rick Prlngle 
Anne VanDregt 
Llnda Pringle 
Selwyn Schulte ' 
Adellne Llewellyn 
Patricin Adamson 
Sharon Fisher 
Edna GaMey 
Lyle GaMey 
Leon Vanderkwaak 
Joseph Craney 
Ewol  
Ewold Dusdal 
Doris McEchern 
Bernice Robinson 
Ivor Bristol 
KIIfan Jungen 
Irene Hawley 
Fred Hawley 
Greta Bahula 
Richard Masnn 
,William Taekema 
Rene L¢Courslere 
Lynn Stelnhauer 
Katty Buffer 
Barbra Salmonsen 
Denny Hamhuls 
Henry Van de Veide 
Joseph Turchinski 
Gulseppe Durande 
Douglas Stanley 
Shirley Frosse 
Russ F roese 
Arms Carpay 
Cecil Rulbell 
Wanda Olsen 
Aeneid Bentley 
Traute Merlok 
Hans Morloh 
Gerald Doyle 
Manfred Baler 
Judy Moysa 
Maureen Weeks 
Linda Buskermplen 
Cornelius 6uskermplen 
Sandra Lavallie 
Charles Freeman 
Donna Hamilton 
Howle 
Margaret Turchinkl 
Anne Bremmer 
Carl Clausen 
Carol Perry 
Mertha Marshall 
Joseph Wideman 
Elizabeth Wideman 
Rata 6urkett 
Bob Blackstock 
W. Pierce 
John Venema 
Ardith Burton 
Nelson McGInlay 
Charles Hanson 
Luella Ruem 
Norman McPhail 
Gerald Cook 
Meralyn Hans 
Clara Turner 
Jim Ippel 
Wlnona Donaldson 
E. Page 
Carol Kennedy 
David Wadley 
Barbra Annenson 
Jack McLOUd 
Vera ROSs 
William sImmoods 
Nancy er r  
Frederick Belier 
Flora Kerr 
Marg Henderson 
Adele Donaldson 
Murlel Scouller 
Paul Todoluk 
Laure Parisian 
Dora Jasperson 
Gloria Benson 
Ester Ginther 
Carol Johnson 
Joan Beemno . 
A. DeLange 
Valerie Hater 
Adrian de Boer 
Judy Grlffitha 
Jean Stubbs 
Sylvia Btephens 
Fanny Pnrvioinen 
J. Paler 
Lynda Teams 
Agnes Dowse 
, Harold Roberts 
Alexander Brownley ' 
Jeanne Todoalk " . ' 
Sophie Muir 
Marily Kerr 
Ion Johnson. 
Grace Peele 
Charlnne Johnson 
Delmer Lufkln 
Frances Douglas ' 
StaplWn SParks 
Barbre Strong 
Armand Laplantn 
Diane Russell 
Jeane LaPlente 
Janet Condon 
John McREE 
Egger Leon 
Cameron 6eamnn ,' 
David Simmoods 
Jane Jack 
Philip Jack 
Linda Evans 
Gloria Hodseson 
Denna Cole 
Rose swanson 
HVg~ t.(;.oulter . 
LQnn 'smart 
Douglas Swaime 
Rene Paul • 
Meralyn Hanks 
Marilyn Westling 
Donna Ross 
Gerald Julseth 
Clare Murray 
Albert Nelson 
Roman Kalinowski 
Hennie COOk 
Geenher Helh 
Mary Lenluk 
William Kemhaus 
Elaine Furnseth 
John S¢hlesser 
Gerald Schlnkel 
G, Gregorash 
Ray Rondeau 
Marion Pellitler 
Clinton Budden 
Larry Pruden 
Brtgltte Brorup 
Sherri Thomas 
Edward Olzera 
Eva Boutilller 
John Bellemy 
Gall Elllngsen 
Gerald Hoffman 
Wilfred Hoffmen 
Cal;I Beaten 
Gordon Haywerd 
Thee Cam 
- KLise Sorenson 
Kield Ressmussen 
Joke Freeson 
Ronald Davis 
Dennis Fugers 
Gary Honeyman 
HIIda VondenDool 
Oiorn Burgeson 
Robert Cembali 
Myron Eftray 
Janet Pete 
Heinz Arcularlus 
Joe Mandus 
Den Juleseth 
Oarbra Schneider 
Audry Dubeau 
Marlorl Sutherland 
Richard Parker 
John Bredoy 
' Edmone LIFrence 
Robert Acten 
' George code 
R. BroaulleT 
Isle Martin 
Ray Oliarney 
Fay Edwards 
Elaine Fretz 
• Edward Redmond , 
• Aart Plug 
James Loreth 
Leo Letebure 
Lynn Jna 
Dwight Nickel 
• Helmut Giesbrecht 
,Howard Ma¢lntyre 
JOhn Shoppord 
Sandra Smith 
Bernice MecPhell 
Francis Lafe~de 
Norman McNiven 
Glen Bagg 
C.P. Dunphy 
Bertha Ruth 
Harold, Rulh 
Stanley Montelth 
Eric Bergen 
Alvin Cherney 
Belva Snider 
Bey Donaldson 
Helen Botin 
Marjorie Shead 
James Lynch 
Sharon Lynch 
Chu~k Os~ertag 
Marlalne Reum 
Anne Carter 
Rugh Freiburg 
Joan Wright 
Gordon Crouch 
Beryr Paterson 
SylVia Niven ' 
Donne Booth 
Roberta Perry 
Julietle Higgins 
Glen Higgins 
Robert Lyndon 
Margaret Dearby 
Donald Walker 
Mark Twyford 
Ferend Gagoun 
Janet Felber 
Dienne Banner ' 
Terrence Irving 
Doug McKay 
Mitchell Hanks 
Elaine Ippel 
Dolores Kuechle 
Jack Hepplewhite 
K. Westling 
Chris Cflonotar 
, Bernice Atwoed 
Elizabeth Metzmeier 
Richard Sa¢haroft 
Fred Brouwer 
Samuel Ivanoff 
Judy F othergill 
Colin Fothergill 
Homer Bennett 
8era Brouwer 
James O'Brlen 
June Staples 
Vickl Parvianen 
Andy Parvielnen 
Nelson Gillls 
Allen DeJong 
Debre Cnrruthers 
Bruce Corruthers 
Lorella Kuemper 
Linde LaPlante 
Fred Kuemper 
John Henricks 
Robert MacDonald • 
Louis Tetrault 
Ran Flem:ns 
, Gall Munson 
Wallace St. Goddard 
Julian Burkett 
John Pousette 
Wendy Giesbrecht 
Eleanor Bell 
Charles Harrison 
Robyn Bogg 
Ted Buffer 
Yvonne Moen 
Donald Moun 
Laurence Haines 
Merlene Menteith 
Lililen Mentelth 
George ,Springel 
Linde Mantel 
Andy McGapva 
Sherry Anderaon 
Harry Jackson 
.John ..Troelstro 
Molly Walker ' 
Cecella Harder 
Abe Harder 
Charles Hunter 
William Mililgan 
Caeay Vandenboer 
Gebrlelle Gibbs 
Dertheo' Elliett 
, Bu*t Roseboom 
Eleanor OBoy!e 
Verne Lowrie 
Pierre Jouy 
Donald Sutherlond 
Edward Farkvam 
Ernest McClellan Robert Flndlay , 
Walter Mantel - • Blll.Banser 
G~ Berlnskl • : Marvin McLellan, ~ .' 
Brian McNab . , Dorothy Hildebrand 
Manly Peters : Der~onMcKImmon ' 
James Anderson Edwin Clark 
Ray Clifford ' Lea Skrebyk, -~ 
Audrey Miller * .Olrk Bekker 
Dlonne Thereon Hazel HoItom 
Den McDermolt Jackle Oliorny 
Joy¢o Jackson ' Carl.Mil ler '
Fnances, cain "~ ,-" Roland Lonfand 
Ken Rowe • ~ Deanna Tetrault 
'Josephine MarSh ~ Helen Johnson . . . . .  
Gordon Rowland 
Robert Bates 
William Tratch 
Robert Smyth 
• Stanley Ginthar 
B i l l  Rouw 
Henry O'Donaghey 
Ken Woodward 
Judith Bowden 
Glyn Westcett 
John Glen 
Lorna Honeyme'n 
Raymond Judd 
TIIlie Trigg 
Carl Swanson • 
Earnest Archer 
Paulette Patterson 
Stephen Norheast 
Edward Schulmeister 
Clyde LaCarte 
Judith Candle 
Joe Strumecki 
Julian Strumeckl 
Donald Spooner 
Archie Morrisen 
Emil Lanluk 
Don Furnseth 
Hugh Power 
James O'Brien 
Margret O'Brien 
Jim McKenzie 
Staten Sykut 
Real Oemlltler 
Aeneid Lorette 
Robert Monteith 
Zena Frances 
Derek Frances 
William Christy 
Leslie Lundquist 
Lana Nelson 
, Alfoed Zips 
John Steele 
Sharon Girvin 
Edith Gieselman 
Alan Partita 
David Smyth 
Jacqueline Comeau 
Marg Jones 
Manfred Wataig 
Helen Gibbs 
Fred Gibbs 
Clifford Hilgren 
Joe Schulmeister 
Rockey Ehlers 
Juliet Ehlers 
Randi Johnasen 
Edward Stadel 
Bill Clement 
Gerry Planlenga 
Ether Green 
Bey Brinkhurst 
Robert Samson 
Voldeone Barker 
Llnda Kawinsky 
Helen Watson 
Roberick Foster 
Aletta Brletzke 
Gordon Times 
Frank Derksen 
Robert Klrsch 
Margaret H obenshleld 
R.C. Glbbonsen 
B.J. Goedmansen 
Lennp Davy 
. P. Gurseppins 
S. Larson 
Jean Olson 
Sad Sheasby 
YOU AND 
BRING A FRIEND 
IS urged ito ige t , HarryErneStpetersMCC°nnell GeorgeBeit ' , ~ ' ,, , B J rbr lPar f i t t  . .Stephanl " , ~!i Jome, Taron 
_A,M..AkIrI.oy Jack Philpot '. ' mr y . ' ' '  ' i ~ : ..... ' ' * '~' "*' ' 
nrenaoaoJong ' RobertConcl~e' '. Pe t ' rSed iak  . . . .  '. *VeimaH ,d  this I 
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ear Fellow Members,. humanistic needs in the United October 2, 1969 - -  A 1.2 support for our position from that it may be followed by a: One aspect of thel~ossiblete 
iAs you are no doubt aware, States. Megaton Nuclear device was members of Parliament on beth natural earthquake for which effects which has, ' i t  seem 
~e opposition to the proposed How can you persuade these detonated OUAMCHITKA the Government and Opposition the A.E.C. would then be been ignored, is the effect on tl 
mehitkanueleardetonationis people/groups to take action? October 31, 1969 -- .  Un- sides. We have followed the blamed by the public. One earthcavity left on Amchitt 
dlding up.- a) Make presentations to derwater earthquake of press carefully on thislssue and "obvious inference from this Island by. the 1969 blast This sovereignty for ~egovernment States. : .. " . . . . .  ':"7 
Whether the attitudes and each group by mall • and or magnitude 6.4 on Richter scale, have found not a single ex. statement is that the A.E.C. cavity still contains highly r~, tivities which can' •Should the United states - to r_nue ac . . - . 
)jections from the Canadian personal appearances, centred 165 miles 'from AM- pression of support for the test. simply could not prove that it's dangerous levels of radioac, create irreparable, damage to preceea with this blast, it will 
tivity. How can anyone be the livelihoods of people who-cormrm their disregardfer the )vernment, American and b) Call upon people for CHITKA. It would appear that the people proposed teal would not have certain that the planned 5- live in another country and ecological integrity of Canada ~nadisn eitizens will halt this action via your local paper, . November 18, 1969 - -  Ear- and Government ofCanada re 
ast, is a matter for eonjecture radioand T.V. stations, thqnake near Umnak in the uniformly united on this issue, been respousible for the ear- mngaton explosiou in such close whieh can result ]n the loss of " and Canadians. The probability 
, this moment, c) Call upon the churches Aleutians .~00 miles from They desire that the test he thquake, proximity will not directly or health and lives, of radioactive venting to  tl~ < 
Many groups and for pulpit time. AMCHITKA. 5.5 on Richter ~ stopped. Furthermbre, whet little data indirectly cause fractures, to New-:that he United States atmosphere and the ocean, the 
rganizatious in the U.S.A. and d) Call upon local union scale. The opposition to this test the A.E.C. has On triggering is appear in the cavity walls . and the Soviet.Union may be destruction ofwild life, and the 
anada are exerting pressure officials for their, action and . -grows primarily from a serious derived mostly from a resulting in the probableleak of undertaking m,.ans to limit or possibility of fu'rther ear- 
~the Canadian and American help threat apprebeasion for the safety of geological situation quite (lit. radioactive material into the reduce nuclear warhead thqnskesarerisksthatmustnot 
overnments.increase. Thi  pressure has e) Call upon Indian bands A human and wildlife inhabitants prevailsferent rOmin thethe immediate°he which intogr°undwaterthe sea? and eventually development, let the U.S. be even coasidered. 
Kurt Horn, representing for their action of the Pacific Northwest. demonstrate he seriousness of
tictoria's "Amchitka 2" Some groups have already When drug companies plan to vicinity of Amchitka Islandand It must be stated that there is its Intentions by cancelling the C.A.H.E. calls on all 
taken action, but the Amchitka market a product, they should cannot take into account, a sizeable group of scientists Amchitka test as a first step] organizations, groups, clubs, 
ecently presented a brief at blast is a major environmental t o  a ~ required to demonstrate hat therefore, the insular whobelieve that there is no safe Nogreaterevidence of sincerity societies, institutions,- and 
peculiarities of that test site level of exposure to radiation, could he forthcoming than by municipalities throughout earings held In Alaska. problem' that requires enor- it is safe for human use. Con. which could, of course, much Furthermore, the variability of such a cancellation, and no Canada to write and or 
The "Coalition to Stop the incus people action. The Spec . sidering the relatively enor- more readily produce tidal human response to radiation is greater evidence of insincerity telegram Prime Minister  ~mchitka Nuclear Blast" here Federation can do this tldng, incus consequences of the waves. 
B.C. isalso applying pressure please try. proposed test should even one of An enormous collection of completely unknown, and it is a could be demonstrated than by Trudeau, the Hen. Mitchell wiJdJife form of statistical tyranny and carrying o~t the blast. The Sharp, and President Nlkon. ~gainst the American Attached is a letter that we . the several possible dangerous radioactive wastes is stored at insensitivity to individuals to cancellation of the Amchitka 
nllitanistic reasearch inherent have used, plus other in- consequences actually occur, Hanford, Washington, and there speak of safety for all even it test could have a most salutary Peter Middleton, the 
n this future detonation. This formation that can assist you. ' then that principle ought to he is also a reactor-producer in average threshold levels do effect on the progress of President of C.A.H.E. states 
Coalition represents churches, Signed, appliedwith even greater force, operation there. All of this sits really exist, disarmament and the "The American Government 
Unions, Spee, Dou't Make a DerrlckMallard' s a n c t u a ~ f  In °ther words, c a n t h e A ' E ' C ' | y  ea the same earthquake belt as The Government of the development of what could must hear the voic.e of all 
Wave Committee, and others. ExecutlveDireetor becertain that the proposed test doesAmchitka Island. We could United Kingdom has recently eventually be a universalban on concerned citizens and act 
' Central Spec has, of course, FACTS will, not create earthquakes, be faced with almost in. taken a much expanded and a!] nuclear testing, accordingly." been active against Amchitka in WHERE IS AMCHITKA? ~idal waves, or releases Of calculable radiation danger by 
a variety of ways, i.e. press AMCHITKA is in the North more stringent stand with FINALLY 
statements, radio programmes, Pacific Ocean and is part of the A BRIEF rodin.active material into the the physical disruption of this regard to tanker pollution Of the' The Canadian Association on The C.A.H.E. Western Region 
~etters and telegrams to Aleutian National Wildlife suhmitted t0the environment? The answer, of area by marked tremors. British coastline. Canada has Human Environment calls on Vice President, Derrick 
.Trudeau, Nixon, Mitchell Refuge. It is42 miles 10ng, and 4 UNITED STATES ATOMIC course, is that it cannot. When In the matter of the direct every right to demand equally Prime Minister Trudeauand his Meliard, (Executive Director of 
Sharp,, and others. Additionally, to 5 miles wide. AMCHITKA is ENERGY COMMISSION the results can be so release of highly radioactive stringent protection for her soil, Cabinet to request President B.C.'s Society for Pollution and 
at a recent C.A.H.E. Executive 2800 miles from Vancouver and HEARINGS ON THE eatastropbic and irreversible, material from the test by water, and people either from Nixon to immediately halt all Environmental Control) says 
Meeting in Ottawa, the Spec Victoria, 1100 miles from An, PROPOSEDFIVE.MEGATON why then should the proposed unanticipated venting, the the willful and arbitrary preparations for the .Alaskan "The Canadian Government 
resolutions on Amchitka were chorage, Alaska, 600 miles from UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR test be permitted to proceed, record of the A.E.C. certainly decisions of other powers or Amchitka nuclear bomb must take a very firm stand 
adopted and C,A.H.E. has now Russia, and 2200 miles from TEST The unstable seismic con- does not inspire confidence, from their so-called mistakes, detonation and implement over Arnehitka". Mallard 
made two strong statements on Tokyo. SCHEDULED FOR ditions which prevail along the There have been 16 cases an- We of Amchitka 2believe that cancellation of the'project, further states, "The Americans 
the matter. Further,-and as WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN AMCHITKAISLAND Pacific rim often manifest nounced of venting out of about theUnitedStatas has to respect C.A.H.E. states that the should s~itch the allocated 
prompted by Spec, we an- ON AMCHITKA? IN OCTOBER. 1971 themselves in earthquakes and 200 underground tests. Last not only the territorial integrity environmental risks inherent in bomb financial allocations to 
tidal waves, some of them, December an underground of Canada, but its en. this type of insane nuclear dire humanistic needs within ticipate the C.A.H.E. will Due to protests from property We appreciate the convening fresh to the memory of blast in the kiloton range in vironmentsl integrity as well. testing, are simply a con- their own country." 
declare September 12th as owners in Nevada, U.S.A., of this hearing and being Alaskans and Californians, of Nevada created unantieipated 
NationalAmchitka Day. where underground nuclear granted the opportunity to catastrophic proportions. At the fissures in the earth's urface 
Is all this enough? tests of increasing power have appear before iL We recognize 1969 meeting of the American through which radioactive 
Only massiveobjectionswill been taking place, the U.S. that thehearing is a response to Geophysical Unionevidence materialwas forced thousands a-m "pwlll o pet  t I " 
help. Atomic Energy Commission the. fears and protestations of was presented that un, of feet into the atmosphere S 
• Perhaps the Spec Federation, has activated AMCHITKA the people of the Pacific Nor- derground nuclear blasts et off causing fallout in 13 of the • 
as a whole, can elicit deter- Island, as the site for a number thwest, and we are thankful for earthquakes at the time and UnitedStates, and inCanada s 
mined objections within ~tbe of high megatonnage H-Bomb the opportunity to add to the place of testing. Hamilton and well. .The radio-nuclides 
municipalities and regions, nuclear weapons tests. Holes 90 Trainee 
Hot weather, holiday time, inches in diameter and 5,000 record our own fears and Healy of the U.S. Geological released, it should be em. 
swimming, and all the fun of feet (one mile) deep, and lined protestations. Survey reported that all large phasized, were 'of particular 
summer notwithstanding,  with tons of steel plate, have Our organization, Amchitka2 tests are followed by many biological hazard. The A.E.C. 
perhaps we can try. been excavated on the Island. of Victoria, British Columbia, small earthquakes. A 1- itself, in December 1968, " 
If you have the time; On October 2nd, 1969, a 1.2 was formed in direct response megaton test in December 1968 recommended (in a report not .. For operation with approximately  70 mil l ion feet f.b.m, annual 
available people, and per- Megaton nuclear device was to the plans of the United States setoffaboutl0,000suchquakes, released to tbe public) thattests p roduct ion  located 60 miles from Prince George. Dut iesto  include 
sistence, please consider the triggered iv one of the holes. Atomic Energy Commission to It is of course, not possible to of more than I-megaton should 
following -- Some time between March 1970 explode a five-megaton uclear claim absolutely that quakes not be conducted in the Nevada assisting mil l  Manager  in all  phases of operation including personnel 
I )  PersnadeyourMayor and and one to one and one-balf bomb on Amchitka Island in the distant from tbe test site can be Test Site because of the dif- hir ing, training and supervision, qual i ty control,  and camp and log 
Council to take action, years from then, another fall of 1971. The organization triggered by underground ficulty in ruling out rleases of ydrd supervision. Appl icants should be prepared to live in camp and 
2) Persuade your Regional nuclear device of over 3 now has over 200 members, testing in the earthquake belt, radiation through fissures, wi l l ing to work exlra hours as required. Preference given to 
District to take action.- Megatons will be detonated, most of whom live on Van- uor is.it possible to state ab- Although this passage was applicants with s imi lar  sawmil l  background. Re,umerat ion 
couver Island. We have sohitely that they cannot be. subsequently altered by the 
• 3) Persuade your M:P. to (That is three million tons of received wide public support, This last statement should be A.E.C., it certainly indicates a commensurate with experience and responsibi l i ty after completion 
take action. TNT, or 6,000 million pounds of and our objectives have viewed particularly in the light lack of confidence in the of t ra in ing period. Modern comprehensive employee benefit 4) Persuade your M.L.A. to dynamite.) Larger tests (up to5 . . . . . .  
take action • Megaton) are p]anned for the received favourable editorial of the unprecedented A.E.C.'s ability to rule out program. 
• 5) Pe'i~us[de'these'groups:t0' ' future." 'l'Se libles ~u~" 'already- " comment.The DepartmentbY the •neWSof Externalmedia' megatonmagnitudeblast°f which'the proposedthe A.E.C.5" . venting,abs°lutelyparticularlythe pnssibflity • " o fw i hthe5- " Apply' in wi-iting care of Terrace Hera Id, Box 692. 
take action.-- drilled for them. Affairs has. made represen, is planning for Amchitka. megaton blast being planned. 
Kiwanis WHY SHOULD WE BE CON- tati0ns on the part of the Seismological theory simply Rotarians CERNED? 
Elks The natural environment of Govei'nment of Canada to the does not permit anybody to 
Government of the  United make any categorical 
Chamber of Commerce AMCHITKA Island will States expressing opposition to prognostication about the el. 
Lions disappear. This island is the 
Fish & Game Clubs home of Sea otters, Bald eagles, these tests. Canada, in vain, facts ofsetting off such a blast 
protested the 1969 nuclear blast on the stability of anypart of the 
Canadian Legion Canada geese, and a multiple of on Amchitka Island. It's protest Pacific rim. . Local churches, other birds. 
and any others in your Scientists say that the now is more urgent because the This is especially so con- : - ~•. 
blast now being planned is over sidering the possibility of . ' , " :" • . . i  ~. ? i !  i~iii~ i i:.!/"ii i i i j ,  i.iiii.i:ji.; locality, pressure built up in the form of four times in magnitude that cumulative effects .from the " " i~ ' i!' / : 
6) Persuade every Spec radioactive gases from the which took place in 1969. 1969 blast and the one being . . . .  _ ' i 
member in your branch to take underground explosions vents planned for 1971. ,,• 
Whet action? vironment, it is known that Columbia has publicly voiced no matter bow frequent, as long :~. :
a) Writ eftelegraphTrudeau ground water will absorb the opposition to the A.E.C. plans, as they are based on the same . * : " :i~i!  -:i 
and Mitchell Sharp to forcibly radioactivity andcan carry it to as have the city councils of inadequate theory and data . . . . .  . i . . . . .  ~ : /~,  .,. ~i 
request President Nixon to the surface through crevices Victoria (the 'capital city of does not create any more  : L ~' ~ ~ I I r ~ I1 " . . ~ 
proposed etonation. -water, entering the food-chain Alberni, and Yeliowknife; and so-called assurances, the / : i  * J i : • ~iil 
b) Write telegraph Pres- td poison fish, animals, and the Chamber of Commerce of cascading ofassumptions whieh i ~ • : '  i 
1 ident Nixon and ask him to 'eventually human beings., the Queen Charlotte Islands. loads tea  presumption bor- "' ~ r " ~ " . " . . . .  --" " " B , ~' ~ . : :  ~ ' .q~ ~'~ '~ '~;: 
immediately abandon the Seismologists in Canada and Student councils of Canadian dering on a r r o g a n c e . . .  
. Amchitka projeet and divert he theU.S, are not at all sure that universities in increasing "l'heA.E.C. was reported in . . . . . . .  .~ , , .  I" 7 ~ ' r~ ' 4 I p .  ;~ "~ 
allocated funds -to dire underground testing will not numbers have informed us of the newspapers recently as . . . .  i: . _ 
, cause  ear thquakes ,  their opposition. Wehavealso stating that the one fear that it ~ /:i . . . .  " ii!!i}ii~ 
Sl  Life Destructive earthquakes can  had numerous expressions of has about the proposed test is : "= 
• he triggered by smaller quakes, ;~• i  ::- ' ' 'r " ~ : = * : ~ *,~ : ~ : .~ ,  
which may' release the energy 
. . AMCHITKA' is only 30. miles I Terrace Animal Shelter-- 4516 Haugland '= . . . .  
from the Aleutian Thrust Fault ,~  = " Oi~.¢n 3 -6  /~0n.  - F r i .  , Weekends 9-11 ~ " • ' 
• andispar t ,  ofthe.:circum. ! ' . . . . .  : ~ ~'r~':~'IF'I'I 
Pacific seismic belL./Consider " i Phone 635./475 I 
these facts:-- --" ' ':: ' ~_ .i 
• . .~  ~ ~ 
• ~ : "  ~ i!, :,'., 
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':<".:9: '. '~, Branch, The C.L.U. "~', : facilities in Kitimat. 
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Our  Opinion 
The Red Cross needs 
During the course of the year, we 
are asked to give to many worthy 
causes - -  causes which involve our 
time, our attention, and our pocket- 
book. 
And next week,  we are  asked  to 
g ive to a worthy cause  aga in .  But this 
t ime,  it is  someth ing  d i f ferent  we are  
asked  for. 
It is not our  t ime or our  money  we 
,are asked  to cont r ibute  - -  it is a l i t t le 
bit of ourselves: our  blood - -  the life- 
g iv ing fluid which has  saved many 
l ives. 
If you are  in need of blood dur ing  
av operat ion  or  a f te r  an acc ident ,  it 
does not mat ter  how l i t t le  or  how much 
money you have,  or  if you have al l  the 
t ime in the wor ld ,  o r  none at  all.  
If it is blood you need,  then there  is 
only one way  you can  get it. And that  is 
f rom the Red Cross  Blood Bank.  And  it 
will not cost you a penny.  
In a way,  when you donate  blood, it 
is a sor to f  insurance,  for you may need 
that  blood somet ime in the future much 
more  than you need it r ight  now. And if 
you, or others,  do not g ive  it vo luntar i ly  
when the Donor  Cl inic is in the area ,  
then there  wi l l  be none there  on tap  
when you need it. 
It is a comfor t ing  thought  if you 
have to undergo  a ser ious  operat ion  
that there is a supp ly  of blood on hand 
ava i lab le  if you are  in need of  it. 
YOU/ 
• Red Cross.. officials have said in 
Vancouver that there is a dire shortage 
for the type "O". 
Whether you have this type or not, 
and you are in good physical condition, 
the loss of a pint of blood will not affect 
your system in any way at all. 
All it takes is a few minutes of your 
time, - -  no effort nor money involved 
- -  and you have free refreshments both 
before and after the event which 
causes youno pain whatsoever -  so in 
reality, there is no reason why the total 
of 860 pints from last year should not be 
greatly added on to. 
~townBUt, best of all, you will feel, deep- 
a pleasant glow of satisfaction 
that you have "done your bit" for your 
fellow man, and have given something 
of yourself which may, sometime in the 
future, save a life, or help someone on 
the road to recovery. It could be a close 
friend or relative, or it could even be 
yourself. Who knows? . . . Life plays 
funny tricks on us sometimes. 
So give your pint of blood on 
Friday or Saturday and wear your 
bandaid with pride, just as if it was a 
medal presented by a high official for a 
job well done. 
For that's exactly what it is - -  a 
job of saving or helping someone lse 
in need, and there is no more worthy 
c~use than this in the whole wide world 
of mankind. 
Tomorrow, the weather:,:.. 
One of these fine days,  the 
weather-makers are going to make up 
their minds. In the meantime, though, 
we'll have to put up with the fluc- 
tuating pace. If we are really lucky, we 
may be able to have our sunshine and 
our forest industry, too. 
It is gratifying to realize that there 
have been few, R any major fires in his 
area lately, and those that have hap- 
pened, have happened due to natural 
causes. 
No, it's no reason to unlax the 
caution all you people have been ex- 
cerc!sing, in fact it iv a good idea to 
keep up the good work! 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
To think we lost it on the field while they collect it 
in plastic bags and preform miracles. +~ 
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Now the walls must match color T.V. 
hours of discussion about 
colours, it's been worse 
than those unspeakably bor- 
ing sessions we've had over 
the years on decorating. Do 
1 like the mushroom with 
the lime green? Do I not 
think that the teal in the 
drapes will clash with the 
off-blue in the rag.What sort 
of thing. 
At no time could ! have 
cared less if she had painted 
everything midnight black, 
but I had to pretend i cared, 
or there'd have been an out- 
burst of tears and recrimina- 
tions. "You just don't care, 
do you?Other men are inter- 
ested in their homes. I'm 
doing my best to make our 
home beautiful and you just 
sit there with that look on 
your face!" And so on. 
It was like that with the 
TV set. Didn't I think there 
was too much.orange?Why 
wasn't he green coming up 
more vividly?l finally called 
'the dealer and said we'd 
keep it. That's the way~ I 
buy a car. I don't shop .~-  
round, trying all the model~. 
I just walk around the beast, 
kick the tires, and make a 
deal. 
The other woman in my 
life is about as much trou- 
ble. She is more convinced 
than ever that capitalism is 
beastly, and that she is an 
exploited slave of the sys- 
tem. As I was driving her 
home from work the other 
day, she exploded bitterly, 
"! only made eight lousy 
dollars in tips today!'" 
1 had to bite my lips so 
hard it drew blood. Those 
tips, plus her wages, made it 
$20 for an eight-hour day. 
My first job paid one dollar 
a day, for a twelve-hour 
day, seven days a week. 
(Kim's opinion of the capi- 
talist system is seasonal. It 
bothers her not in the least 
to milk the old man for a 
cool $2,000 when she's not 
working, but going to 
school.) 
Finally, another woman 
has entered my life: out of 
the shadows before I was 
born. Back in June, when I 
had a birthday, I challenged. 
By Bill Smiley 
Just a, collection of notes 
this week, Don't try to find 
any coherence in them. 
I noticed in one of my 
favourite weeklies that an 
old friend of mine had been 
arrested for being drunk. 
When he turned up in court 
the following Tuesday, he 
was so drunk he had to be 
taken away for another 
week. This takes ome inge- 
nuity. But I'm not surpris- 
ed. Same chap some years 
ago, when his house was 
burning, threw his six chil- 
dren out the upstairs win- 
dow into the snow. Saved 
them all. 
Why don't people ever 
listen to me?At least ten 
years ago, in this space, l
said firmly that Red China 
should be recognized, ad- 
mitted to the U.N., and that 
silly old dictator, Chiang 
Kai Shek, turfed into the 
Indian Ocean or somewhere. 
The column was received 
.9...~:.. with real, anger in some 
.. . . .  "i)laces. Now,' everyb0d~, and 
his brother is buttering up 
the real Chinese ~,nd pouring 
cold water on the phoney 
Chinese on Formosa. Oh 
well, even my wife won't lis- 
ten to me, so why should 
the politicians? 
And speaking of that 
woman, who has made my 
life a roller-coaster of ups 
and downs, she pulled an- 
other one recently. I'd been 
muttering for months about 
a colour TV set. Each time, 
she stated unequivocally, 
which is the only way she 
ever states, that we couldn't 
afford it with two children 
at university, the mortgage, 
the insurance coming due, 
and the yak, yak, yak. Each 
time 1 subsided, as is my 
wont, and also because !
didn't really care. Hardly 
ever watch the stupid thing 
anyway. 
So. I came home late one 
afternoon, a couple of 
weeks ago, and there she 
was, playing with the .but- 
tons on a huge, expensive 
colour TV. It's been here 
since, "on trial", and I've 
been subjected to endless 
THE REAL CULPRIT 
IS YOU! 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Do'yotl 
wlsl) all those polluters would 
quit soiling the air? 
Forget it. The real cull~rit 
is you, to the extent of more 
than 15 tons of air polluUon 
per person a y~ar. 
As p'mof, E. R. Mitchell, 
head of. the federal energy 
deparLmei)t ~mbt~tiolt re- 
search laboratory, retarded 
how his family of four edults 
. contributed to p0llutlon. 
At 16,2 tons each of ~t~al 
combusUon waetea ,  the  
Mitchells were 3,32 per cent 
J~Igher than the na~onal aver- 
readers to gu+~ss my age. 
Some• charming peoPle sug- 
gested 48, 49. One miser- 
able old editor, Jim Nesbitt 
of Brooks, Alta., had the in- 
decency to suggest 54. 
But Mable McR6berts of 
New Liskeard, Ont., was 
dead on. She named my par- 
ents, my older brother and 
sister, the street on which 
we lived, and described the 
house we lived in. She knew • 
the exact year in which ! 
was born. She had been a 
high-school.gift boarding in 
town. The people with 
whom she was boarding 
came down with the terrible 
'flu of that era. My mother 
took her in for a month. 
Women. Nothing is sa- 
cred, even a man's age. 
The Arwla Syndicate 
Loffmark 
powers set 
meetings 
smel~hg, thermally-produced 
electricity hnd 1,68 tom for ~ m  ~-~ 
~he]r motor boat YUUg ;Another bypredfiot was •4,6 
tons °i' water PX~dueed 'P+~P+ O P I N I O  :N  per on per year.' 
' Mitchell says in a study 
entitled Only People Pollute, 
l~ublished by the"department, Dea~Sirs: ~
that many do n~)t .~oqstder I ~ould like to'voice my 
carbon 'dinxide s pollutant, It opinion regarding the attitude 
forms 90 per. cent of fuel and bebaviour iof:0ur local 
mmbustion byproducts.' Council members towards: their 
Nevertheless, he included it Mayor • since• his election to 
in his count. CArbon dioxide is office.. I t  would be to ;.their 
accumulating in the:  same- advantage, com~ election time, 
i L " :•- • 
"I " ' 
/ /  ++ : : .  
Eugene 
Ormandy 
trains for 
podi, Jm again 
GREAT BARRINGTON, 
Mass. (AP) - -  At'age 72 and 
after major hip and shoulder 
operations, conductor Eugene 
Ormandy of the Philadelphia 
Orchestra is training for a 
return to the podium. 
.When he again takes up the 
baton, Ormandy is hoping his 
well-known limp will have 
surprising, for 0rmandy i s  
VANCOUVER (Cp) " The gruff perfectionist who guards 
British Columbia Medical the privacy of his summer home 
in theBerkshire Hills near here. Association and the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons an- TAKES LONG WALKS 
nounced Sunday they have Twice a day, Ormandy takes 
accepted invitations from the a large yellow rubber ball into 
provincial government to 
discuss controversial powers 
recently granted to Health 
Minister Ralph Loffmark by 
order-in-council, 
However,... both groups 
stressed in: a statement that 
their decision to discuss the 
cabinet order giving Mr. Loft- 
mark the power to grant, 
restrict o r  deny hospitnl 
privileges to any doctor, does 
not mean the medical 
profession has. altered, its op. 
positon. 
Mr. Loffmark says the ne~ 
powers, previously hold ex- 
clusively by local hospital 
boards, were needed to ensure 
a fairer distribution of doctors 
throughout the province." 
"This does not change the 
position of the + medical 
profesalon...and their bpinim 
that it (the order-in-couocil) , ~iii/~i~ij~;i i  I 
should be withdrawn," said the 
association and the college. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 1~,'~ 
over  
future + 
BY: The Homourable-R 
. WiiHston 
Mlalster of Lands, Forests, a
Water Resources 
• Good legisltaion, 
ministration and co] 
mmication are the keynotes 
• British Columbia's future, m( 
-especially :in the province 
environmental future. 
The 1960's.saw the be~inn~ 
concern over emvironment~ ! 
abuses which has, in the 1970' 
become an established publ! 
attitude, 
One has only to read the daft: 
or weekly newspapers, or se 
and listen to television an~ 
radio to become fully aware o~ 
the general public concern ove] 
the future of our environment 
Unfortunately, while there i., 
legitimate concern, it is nol 
always recognized that thi~ 
concern is common to both the 
government and the 
public...and, in a growin~ 
number of eases, to industry as 
well. The result, has beer 
criticism~not, always based on 
lmowledge of'the- facts. 
The fact of the raatter is that 
the provincial.government has 
done .a good deal already to 
protect he environment and is 
committed to do. much more. 
• B.ritish Columbia introduced 
some of the earliest legislation 
in Canada for protection of the 
environment-and control of 
pollution. And yet the govern- 
ment seems to have had great 
difficulty in making the public 
really aware of what it has been 
doing. 
• I am not asking that everyone 
should agree with what  the 
government is trying to do in 
environmental control in this 
province, but I am asking that 
there  be an honest un- 
derstanding of our efforts. 
The right to criticize is one of 
vanished. " • the essential democratic 
• He is proud of his swift: +principles but it must be in- 
recovery and, in an interview, formed criticism because, as 
talked, more of his medical one authority has said, 
history than Of his music, thoughtless criticsm is one of 
"You want to see my x: the most serious occupational 
• rays?" heasked.  
He posed for photographs" hazards faced by those who 
• serve the public. What is more it 
over the protest of .his wife, could boa  hazard to the  i s -  
. p~:71s~e:hlm]eh~l~pirnRUph.fe, w ar t ia l  judgement ,eccesary to 
m ' "p gar¢ e.n,. wmle proper, legislative and ad- 
;, ..,; ~m..eo.on an .exe~em~e,  ~,iidnistrative d cisions.- . . . .  , 
. anu wmm wammffup~ad d0Wtt,-, ,~, Thohgtitless.~ifi¢ism usually,', 
a makeshift podium in the+, comes from lack of information" 
driveway of his .home. about he true nature of.affairs 
The fact that he agreed to the and I am mo.~t concerned at this 
pictures and an interview was  time that there should be an 
informed public because I 
would like to see a greater 
public participation in the 
process of making decisions On 
'environmental control and 
resource use than we have had 
• in he past, . :.- 
thehsatedswimming poolinhis I have in mind' for example, 
front lawn, rests on it and our British Columbia Natural 
pumps his legs as On a bicycle, Resources Conferemes :We had , 
and takes long walks and and up had 19" o f  these..conferences 
and down ou.the podium, since 1948.. : :'. , . . .  + 
age of air poHullon of 15,68 sphere, where it absorbs the to' keep their personal 
tons a 'year. .. " infra-red rays . of .the sun differences out of: Municipal 
Their fuel combustion ac- which a~e needed by. plants in affairs.; Aisg, i,nlthe elves of 
tivitiei cormunied 'more than the'process of photosynthesis neighbouring Municipalities, 
16 tons of ~otygeli or'68 tons of ~o/convert earlz~ dioxide in to  _perlmps a l l  ..o~ver./B..u.,/.t~ 
food and relearn ios~gea .into / Terrace Munlcipa, ty Is ricing alr.'Xn addition each b 0reath~d thea l r . '  :i ' i '  i '  i madea laughingst0ckbytheir 413 poundg 'a  year .and . . . . . . . .  
exhaled 1,514 p o u n d s of . ' Miteheil ~eoneludes' that a i r :  .s.pe.cla! bulletins,• and childish" 
carbon d/ox lde.  . ' poHu~0n '~: a r problem of. olc_~er|ng,;.~ ~+ . . . .~  ,+. 
Their +dr po~ution record .people, thelr::rate of increase, "me may.or ~. at any  
" vnes  ~a . came from' all fornul of fuel . .eonce;ttratlon i ;:,~tiea :~md M/~nicipalitY: has "~ a ,  a very 
....... :combustion .emplOyed to aup- their il~at~hle!(denland for sit and "~importa'nt .:Job, 
-"-rt "+~-e f m[l" ~- ~' -~---'~: moi+e pewex~and luxuries. .  /which' i+t~l u~r~s the SUpport ely I
,~m~, ,~+ ,,, .~ ,,u,-,,m~,! ! ~ ~ He s~ugg~to setting .a top : . /h i s  coUncil. 0ur Mayor stillhas: 
, : .... limit, may ~oc the: answer, / hiS' head;ab0~'ewatm';~jhi~:~ 
. .' For + example, the  family : poesibly,~0 te~ of ~ whatcould:be"ace0mp~d/: In :.. 
car produced a total of 10.i6, per  square mile. :This w~ld~:-~i Terrae~:w!th :a  supp0+l.t~ng!:.:.: ~ .~%~.~: :~.~. . .~: : ,~!~ 
.tOm o+ .~llu.tlon in.a +esr an.d mean a Im+uktlou dmmiilylol ++:+ ~ .... )or:::+ thls : ; :when :~+ + + +'  .... ++++ ...... ~+++ ~+++~+3++ 
::i + home neanng anomer:.e.ml . . . .  :'4,~' +o ~0,000;mr :.+ iaUii'e ; rentemI ik,~p~a~a~nd/t:,;.i :) ~ + ! + ~ + ) i N ~  ~ns;, Other fa.oto m we.le +:+: mile, depeiiding<~l+~dui~: : : e~(~..~O~,<t~z ........... ~ ~ i ~ + ~ ~ , ~  
+ +, + . iran'sportatlon: a d : faming, .+ :'+..:Montmar,, c temi~.~: .~;~ ~. -! + : ! "  ':::::.i.: ~. ' !+,:: . . . . .  :ms  aovemsement is not published or displaxed bylheLlqli0rC+)n!r01+.: 
.++:+~+,+::. . . . .  i":: :. M.B. Campbell Photo almmlt ~uel, induslrtal .fuel,: and.Torentos +l,8~0,+he notes. . . , .  '.+Mre;H, Gilbermon. ++'  :i+'. ' maroo!oy.the Government0fBrltlSh C01umbla,: . +.:L': :. 
' ' ~ ' , + " , ' . .  . + + ' ' • . . '  . .+  , ' ,  " ~ i  '+ :  . : '  • i "  + .+ . ' ' • . , + "  ~, ' , ,  ~ . .  . 
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United Fishermen• &'. firm p0dition on the re.opening 
Workers Union has :~t  a 0f.the~essterly portion, o f  :Area 
to the Henourable Jack ."20 a~d Areh, 19 to~erc ia l  
referring to ..the salni0n:fl~ing. -. . . . .  ::~. 
~in~ with the organized 
lermen ever since the latter. 
t of April. Union President, 
nor Stevens referred to-•a 
sonal conversation he had 
with the Minister at the 
r of the Senate Building in 
~wa seeking such a meeting 
the Minister was heading 
for a session with the Cat- 
hen's Association at 
Lliams Lake, At that Ume the 
ion president had asked for a 
eting on any weekend prior 
the opening of the fishing 
LSOn in order to present he 
itiuns. 
)avis' belated reply was to 
effect hat he couldn't have 
r meeting until after the 15th 
luly. The letter also referred 
the Minister's public 
Lements to the effect hat the 
~)sition to his license control 
i ~" 
Cen,upla cam  . . . . . . . . . .  ' :ntat ion to the  Area  ' lhat area ,was  ,,closed,:by . : " . ~" ;  . . . .  , , , , " : : : ; "~/~'~<~"~~:~:~~ . ,~ : .~  ,  ,: , ;~ ,~ i~: i~ , ! ,~~'~ ~' ;~  . . . .  ~=~ ~~':"*;~=~ ~tement signed by  over  presumably by the MiniSter of , ii ~ : !~"  "~/ '~! / '~"  '~ ~'~ "~• ~ '  '~'~'~/~;~;~'  ; '  ,ownersof . f ish ingvessels  Fisl ieries taking par t . in  i t  in . ~!i!~ ili!/•!i:!!!~f~,.~'o~',~,*~ ',. *~:*~:,~,~;~.: .........
~ritish Columbia. The 1967,Sincethentherehasbeena . • ' " '  " ~ incanshas~' : i~ :  
neat is as follows: four year studycompHed with ~erica, the be free providod the govern- non-profit orgazdzati0n set up~i~sa le~f~ " -:~:'~!!~i~**'~'~ i'  ~i'~ 
~m an owner of a fishing the conclusion drawn ~thst he aahdatory meat Is given possession of the by two B.C. soft drink canners ~L to about One pet C~t from ~Jaree ~::~ 
I. I am in favom,: of al l  closure i,whlch was intended to two cents onmpizcted cars, which will be and retailers Oi r a n~nbe~.of -  p e r ' c e n t  of the beer mar~t~:~', :;* 
rmen . . . . .  owning .:salmon providefor greaterbpportunity. . ,,u,,,,,o U'  "= '  ' ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " r , • ~ -- . . . .  .~andbeer shlp[)ed to Washington state for privat supermarkets.to handle "It  Was •.slmply,• ' a~.c'~'•ase.o~...~- 
Is havlng. ~equal Hg~ts to. forthe, spertsfishermen . . . . . . .  simply con.~na|,;,,,___.,e, v,-.. ,-""a ,,," . . . .  ,,,,,. automobiles,. . British. Columbla: . contamen. .. --. tither bottlesor recycling.., at steel plants. In the return of their.empties. ' ' bavin~ to make a si~t-e~,me. ~'-
CITES COST " " " ' • . :  : - "%,  : ' - - "  ":--" ": ~he cho|ee of paying $10.00 hasnot n rovm to have achieved ,p.,~n,, ~o.o, _ is turning Rs attention to the cans - -  bans  cases where cam are not turned 
"ass A . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ties decreased in . . . .  . , . . . . .  the.. use of ' He said the current" cost .of ~ue~l'~ aSasid~l~rr~atKii'~'nma~i~w~_~ . l  llcenseandolXout hat purpose. 'The .  Union four z)m,,~ . . . . .  ~,,,,0,~,. ~ ,  problemofemptyhquorbottles, throwaway bottles for such over to the government, the 
e ']3 , . . ' • • ~- ,-,,.,.,~. ,~- ,u~ ~'~ l ;  ,, ' : . - • . . - - • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .u.y-B.aek ..Pro. gram, vosition is that the decisian of Ontario (-14 : N w rimswiek . We .are taking,a look at the beverages and nrovides compaeting~foe will be$5 a car handling returm, m about 77 in the Social Credit -ad;  • , . . . . . .  ), e B . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . • . . . . .  
!.ng aa omer prw~eges of 1967 was a mistake and:that a (-10)' Alberta ~-3~ , : .  .... n q~,.r c.~tfle .situatmn and I penalties for any person con- fo r t  he  first.50 cars and $3 for c.en~ for a case of 24 cans,, in,: ministration of Premier W &C 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  ~ U ~ g  the .48~ent rdund to the  , I  ,~,~.,~.ett , , ncense, or to have the lot of time and money mid out n,..~.,, .  ,k~ . . . . . . . .  --., thmK nt may De teemibleto do ' v]ctedofdeDositin~iitternn any each subsequent.vehicle . • 
. • , ~ =  ~ & J t i | B ,  I , i l~  ¢~a| i&t ;  I ~ I U U  ' " " ' " ' l P  " " • - -  - ~  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ '  " " - . " 
e of staying m the salmon• of the public, vurse .haS~. 'been • traffi,,. -- -u-,~oa"~'"~'°-,~-~,*~= . . . . . .  . v  ok- ~.~" , somethmg. . . about, zt, says land or  water. . . . . The free. automobile, cleanup consumer. .  _ "  . -~ . .  ~ . Surveys in  our prov inc ia l  
t buy-back pro_grarn by .expend.edin oraer to .pro. ve that per cent  (1-535). Howe~er -C2.nservati,°n Mi j~ster.Kenn.e~ STARTS NEW PHASE . ns bringmg fresh protests from 'xne consarvauon aepamnent parks showed that t~owawav 
~ l~en~ tees.of $1.00, $200 it was maeea a mistaKe..'Now decreases were recorded in ~ernan, w, nse aep~tment ia This week the. province an- the soft .drink industry, which deniesthe laglslatian is aim.ed bottles and Cans were the m~ 
~.  ~;qualrzghtsana equal that the mistake: has been seven nro,~inces. ~ue~,, ,:" responsi.me .~or a~mster ing  notmced a new phase in ita anti. earlier complained i t was un- .primarily_at th.e .so.R .drlnk m- obvious problem, so we started 
:e means equality between brought o l ight,:clearly and  175)' l~n  ( 164)" B:C "~_W~'" the prownce's new Litter Act. litter campagn--a drive to=or faldy'  singled out in the anti- eUSU~. "ize mgismtmn • was there . . . .  -*.:.. 
s d " " " '  ' " • ' " " ' ' " ' "~ ' ;  Hesa 'd"  " " ' " " " . . . . .  ' . . • rt ta ldmg =!  an non- ln~ans . " . ,  f..st.in.ctly, nt m hi.gh.t.ime the N.S. (-4)3); Nfld. (-47); N:B .'( . . . .  ., m.a  n mterv iew he]s  r,d of .an eshmated 100,o00 ht !e . r . legmlabon. .  • introduced after  the be=" in .  "Now we 'vesta  ed c " 
texormus.m oymeum0nm MW.lster movea aeenswew to 27); Yukon and N WT ~ 14~ enco~.agea vy progress mace d~scarded automobiles around wi , iam H. Thompson, d.ustr.y, which hm traditionally the pro,b__Im of discarded cars 
~ering me signatures reinstate the fishermen in the Valid com-arisons "in'" ,~,~ :since. me act was orought into the province About 45.000 general manager of Shasta sore its proauct in returnable and we re taldag a lnokat the . , ' :, . ., • . ~ ,  . v , l~  , . . , • , • 
id.ed a. space wh~e.m-  area. . . . .  .... : ~ '-.: ,Prooertv Damage" and ful! force at the beg,.rmingofthe, vehicles are discarded each Beverages Ltd. of Vancouver bottles, began introducing beer possibil!ty of recycling liq'nor 
mat coat ownerscoma state we ouumed our- vzews very "Total A~Oa--,=" %-*',,~^-:^- year: m an eunr~ to nat  the year. : '  and : president o~ Pacific in cans and the soft drink in- bottles. . . . . .  
e disa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,, ,~u,,~o ia  ' ' - • " " • • • • th y . .  greed wzth thz..s f.ully to W.R,. H?.urs~n and remain impossible . as  the, .sp!r-~.llmg~0wth°f!hr°w'awa. y Mr. Kieman send two mobile Reclamation Ltd., sad  tt zs the dustry, which had popularized ~ Re__ . . . .  _ .. - - . : .  • 
.'meat outonly a very smart 0~er members Of the ~ depart- "minimum for P=rm~.tah l= ' = , ,  Dottles.aria cans. zt was twst car  compactors and related onnsumer wan eventually pays . . . .  ¢ o ~ " '---~' -~  -^-  cycnng nquor ootues 
Lful exercised, that cJh0ice.' mental staff at a meeting of ciden~=-,o~ ~,~,~=~'}-"=~*,",~ introduced on a limited basisou equipment, adquired at a cost of recycling costs, ret----abl ................................ a . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s . . . . . . .  ' . ,w  1 . . . . . .  , . . . .  _o~, , ,ehy~Zr?~vr?sy .g  !he glass*manufacturers, whose letter to the Mmmter of • July: 2nd. We pomted out the tb $200 at var,,i-- da*~'|,~- " ^ J~y 1,, 970, • : . . - .  some = $250,000, will start  We, feel zt is uafanr that the ~, ow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,roducti,,., ~,o~ ro .~. .  , ; .~,,  
' , • . J = ~  t~*o  e J~F  I /A~;  • . . . . .  . " - ' 
cries the Union was ex- hardship of overcrowding m a provinces during 1970. " In the nrst six months of the deamng up thehalhs later this mR drink consumer should be fol low suit v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
throwaway bottles were banned 
~e]y cr it ical  of the fact  that very restr icted area.as well as . Quebec remains  the: on ly  year, more than eighL mil l ian year at a ra te  of about. 50,000 saddiedwiththecost .ofrccycl ing Since the act s lapped a a l thoughthe  industry a l ready 
Minister of Fisheries had the .  fact  that  the sports  m~vince with the Old soft dr ink cans were turned in cars a year .  the i r  conta iners  wh i le  f ree mandatory reftmd on empty does some recycl ing. So far this 
dodging out from a fishermen have many m0re~7$100. _ minimum serviccseliminatesuchburdens beercans, the cost of a case of - 
daysof ishing per. week than do 
the commercial fishermen in 
any case. Further that the 
commercial fishermen are 
curtailed• for conservation 
purposes. There is no need to 
hold themout of an area which 
• means more ;overcrowding "as. 
well as denying the right of 
fishermen who are not as well 
equipped to even participate in
"the general area. 
The original decision was a 
• political decision" based on 
pressures developed by marina 
owners and 'Other people who 
commercialize on the sports 
fishermen, fanned by hysteria 
in the media, and supported by 
some of the real spor ts  
fi-~hermen who should have 
imown better. 
The Union has expressed its 
.opposition to the idea of only 
opening up a strip of water 
which would impose another 
imaginery line policed as a 
~tmdary with all the attendant 
problems imposed upon the 
commercial fishermen as  well 
as the federal enforcement 
U.S. cities 
suffer air- 
under glass 
for recycling, accounting for •. Municipalities are being 
almost a th i rd  of a l l  such cans. asked to gather cars as their 
sold in the province during the share of the clean-up operation. 
period. - .  'The compacting servi~e wil l  
f rom. other consumers," he 
said. 
Pacific Reclamation is a 
12 cans has risen to $3.05, 
compared with $2.70 for a 12- 
pack case of bottles. The result: 
year some three million bottles 
of all types have been turned in 
at 11 colleetiondepots scattered 
throughout the province. ~ 
,,p=i - 
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SUMMI R FASHIONS 
d 
UP TO 
ORIGINAL 
.. This is itl The final clearance of the most "with-it" summer fashions in 
"tOwn l Stocks'have been replenished with merchandise gathered from our 
"many otl)er locations to clea~ right here and now. 
PRICES! 
.. Use your charge card....add fo your account....or open an accounf....but 
whalever you do....don't miss the fantastic final summer clearout. 
i 
. . , r .  
P ' .  THE ENTIRE "q 
SUMMER STOOK 
OF 
HOT PANTS.., 
HOT PANT Sli 
JUMPSUITS... 
SHIFTS 
HOSE 
One size fits all . . . . .  
and all sales prices 
atonly 
..:" THE ENTIRE 
s_o  
u, ,o /S Off "*'°  IIIIi SUMMER 
" LINGERIE 
OLEARAHGE 
Summer clips,, half slips, sels, 
sleepwear, negligee sets and 
lounge wear 
SPORTSWEAR 
Sherts...T Shirts...Blouses ...Slims 
...and Skirts. : 
u.,o %:Of f  ' 
Original prices 
bRESSES 
AND 
HOT PANT 
DRESSES 
ASSORTED STYLES, COLORS 
AND FABRICS 
u Vz Off-,°,... TO PRICES 
" GYPSY 
AND PATIO 
HESSES 
,,o OnUeNTS 
. Original, Prices" pro  
, ,  . . . 
• " .  . ;  ,~ '  • 
• Original Prices 
/ . !  
r Scarves, handbags, summer hats ~ 
• [ewe!lery,'ef¢. while t hey'la st I 
up ,o IA~, 'Of f :  Original Price; 
DRA AND BIKINI. 
:.~.~.-,.i;i~ : O0~,OR§i i l f fE. .  
~.Bikinis re g6lm.; $Z:50, at $ ' . "  "t~ 
Bras regular S6.00 sad 1.00 a 
~,~ ~,~ "/:; 
t x 
• • ... ,. 
~L ! 
1,. 
i, 
I . -  
!: 
/: 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
Asbestos, believed to cause lung 
cancer and other diseases, is 
swirling through the air  in 
United States cities in growing 
concentrations, a medical 
researcher told a Senate group 
Dr. William J. Nicholsen, 
assistant professor of medicine 
at Mount Sinai Medical School 
in New York,. said a problem 
once conf'med to laborers who 
worked with asbestos, has 
reached out to anyone who gram with the extremely 
fees, was coming n`ainly breathes. 
crew members and plant The reason: asbestos, a 
ors. The letter points out mineral installed primarily for 
very obviously the Minister its fireproof qualifies, is used 
d not repeat hat charge in more and more in areas where 
of the fact that the petition particles can be blown ~bout by 
signed by well over 1,000 the wind and inhaled. 
agencies. This, coupled with the mt ownersmost ofwhom were . . . . . . . . . . .  Nicholson said tests taken ,,,~ 
~b- -s  - f  " -  " '~ ' ' "  '-'" lact mat  the area m question is . , . -~" 
~' l l l  ~i"  U L[ I~  I J -n~HLWUt  U I .~  • "z to one quarter mile away zrom i c uded utflz ed as a means of transport . . . . . .  so n 1 members of the • • • • hi h.nse bmldz s m T A F;sh;-- v . . . .  l n~,~o~ by shzppmg of all descrzpUons .. g . . .~  New York 
' " . : . . . .  = "~ ' , "  . " ; ' "~"  rn~k~ ff ~v~ mn~ d;~n,,,,]~ , , ,  nreproozea wzm an ' aseestos 
s~c]atzon, ano.. ~atzve ~the basis "nf m~ d.nn.t,~..t~ spray m~xture show 100 tzmes 
• omernoaa as .. weu as some ~,,~-. . :. " -  "":~--.';".-r,'--*"-"-,'..--~imrmal lev~l~-~T.'~h~t~':;,..tl~.~, : . . 
h#"l~elong . . . . .  to' n~ne" , t f f ' " the"  orzgm~ ~gge,.stmns,:~. ,~.. . . .  .-~"~ b ,  /ur." J ; -~- -  . "T '~. - ' ; '~ '~ ~ , .  . . . . . . .  : . 
,ganizations. :', , '  • . . . . . . . .  We want the whole area.'re~ • - - 
In the same :, letter the opened and al l  the facts peint to"  " Another  use .of asbestos 
:inister was asked to take a the justice of  this being ~.ne. Niehols0n finds dangerous is a 
recommendation imthe girl 
" scout brownie -lmndl~ok that "he first postwoman "ch i ld ren  mix  asbestoswi th  cement  of paste to  make  
• jewelry, puppets or masks. 
tiscusses marie r s  C l ingf ishes have  a la rge  adhesive sucker  under  the 
forward part of the body which 
PORT ALBERNI, B.C. (CP) While the job poses certain enables them to maintain its 
• "There's the odd time when I risks for women it has its position of attachment to rocks 
mt feel like thro~ving compensations as Esther and seaweed in shallow water. 
~mething at someone," says Bakken points out. ~ These fish are seen at the 
lazeen Oreskovich, "but for "Ye~, it's a good job," says Vancot/ver Aquarium in Stanley 
~e most part it's a good job, Mrs(Bakken, whojsa mother of Park. 
zd I'm happy." t i l ree 
Mies Oreskovich was the first Real beer 0man in Canada to become a
~estman," and along with five 
dleagues in this Vancouver . 
land community, has set a 
• ecedent for other post offices 
xoughout the Country. She has 
__tys:tUng~kemt.ecember,~en deliv ring m a i l s i n c e , ,  . . . . .  Toronto, pleasure. 1965. "The .  big cities back 
' for example, 
~ke such a big thing out of 
;tUng theirflrst postwon`an," 
lys Port Alberni Postmaster 
Hammer. "We've had them 
r the past 5z/a years, for pete's 
L k e . "  
Despite the hazards of long 
rotes, ,the women are staying ......... , 
L the Four of then, are !! /!! 
arried and raising families. !i:: ii I !;i 
They walk an average ct 12 
iles a day, and deliver up to 30 
rends of mail. - 
They also get .bitten by dogs 
vo or three times a year, A ~:~ ~ . , . .  :~ 
aall can of dog .repellant : 
seourages most hou/;ds. , ,  '. i '  ) 
When'! i 
do,'f k.ow /i;;:ii] 
to turn to / . .  " ~ Pi 
TURN TO US- WI!H 
¢ONFIDEHCE :/; 
FUNERAl 
HOME e 
~ ~ ! ~ 7 . . . . . .  
i / .  
• . , . . , 
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Canada rides into equestrian events having won some Hamath',--,' • LeroySatchel Paige in f~i)anl ~. " " I ~ ' " 
now HaUl Fame medals expecting lots of the result bronze , • " of. not over - yet in, success - one ..w.o..,..,-,=.. ~oo....o...,.., ~o. , . , _~ 
math, New York Jets' star -- Leroy Satchel Paige wasin- or white--came "wizen 
CALl, Colombia (CP) --Can- 
ada, which won a team gold and 
an individual silver in the three- 
day equestrian event at the 
Pan-American Games, rode 
into the jumping ring Sunday 
with a clean sweep in prospect 
for the individual jumping 
event. 
It rode out again with a third- 
place bronze. 
The Canadian riders had 
posted an excellent morning 
round. Clarence (Torchy) 
Millar of Ste. Marguerite 
Station, Que., and Barbara 
Simpson of Calgary bad ridden 
clean and Jim Elder of Aurora, 
OnL, only bad four penalty 
points. Tom Gayford of Gor- 
mley, OnL bad three-quarters 
of a penalty point. 
Their top competition going 
into the afternoon round con- 
stated of Rene Varas of" Chile, 
Jorge Llambi of Argentina nd 
Elisa de Perez of Mexico. All 
three had clean, faultless morn- 
ing rounds. 
Gayford was first out in the 
afternoon and was clean, leav- 
ing him with a scant three- 
quarters of a penalty point for 
the day. 
Two more riders went around 
clean, but their first-round 
scores put them out of it. 
MILLAR CLEAN 
Then Torchy Millar, with no 
faults, went out and came home 
without error. 
The pressure was on the Chil-, 
ean, Argentine and Mexican ri- 
ders. 
Miss Simpson went out, 
knocked own a fence, and that 
gave her four penalty points. 
She was well down. 
Varas rode. He hit a fence. 
Four points and out. 
Llambi, then Senora de Perez 
rode--they were clean and 
there was a three-way ride-off 
for gold, silver and bronze: 
Now the pressure had 
changed. Millar, 25, who had 
put the pressure on the others 
with an early, clean ride, had to 
he clean as well as fast in this 
one, because time was a factor 
here. 
He went cleanly over the 
seven jumps and posted an ex- 
cellent ime of 35.9 seconds. 
Llarnbi, the Argentine, rode 
out and went through clean. 
Riding hard, he clipped seven- 
tenths of a second off Millar's 
time. 
Now all the pressure was on 
the petite Senora de Perez, 
whose husband was eliminated 
earlier with four faults. 
RIDES TIGHTLY 
She rode her United States- 
bred horse Elenora tightly, clip- 
ping corners and charging her 
fences recklessly. Elenora's 
hooves clipped bar after bar but 
they stayed up and when the 
time was announced, the dark- 
haired daredevil from Mexico 
had the gold modal. 
She had cut 1.4 seconds off 
Millar's time and seven-tenths 
of a second off the time of 
Liambi who got the silver 
medal. 
"If we had to lose to anyone 
here, I'm glad it was to Senora 
de Perez," Millar said later. 
"It's really a matter of the 
luck of the draw. The draw gave 
us the advantage early, but it 
came back to haunt us later." 
The most embarrassed mem. 
her of the Canadian team was 
Elder who had a clear round 
Sunday afternoon but whose 
four points off one knockdown 
earlier in the day spelled isas- 
ter. 
LOSES BALANCE 
He cleared all his fences with. 
out incident in the afternoon, 
then, pulling up Shoeman after 
the final bar, he lost his bal- 
ance. He managed to stay 
aboard across the finish line be- 
fore suffering rass tains to his 
white trousers. 
Here~ again, is God's mercy 
in depth. He helps both the 
poor and those who help them. 
The considerate, too, have 
"their troubles. The Lord 
considers them all. 
quarterback, bad the cartilage 
removed from his left knee Sun- 
' day and with it went his chance 
"to show everybody I'm the No. 
I quarterback infootball" ... at 
least for awhile. 
"This isn't a career-ending 
injury," said Dr. James 
Nicholas, the Je ts '  team 
physician, who has operated 
three other times on the delicate 
Namath knees. 
"He'll probably be back in un- 
iform to play by the middle of 
November, but then there is the 
question of his timing. He'll let 
m know if he can set up and 
drop back." 
Namath suffered severe liga- 
ment damage Saturday night 
when he attempted to make "a 
tackleduring the Jets' exhibi- 
tion opener against Detroit 
Lions in Tamva, Fla. 
dueted today into baseball's 
Hall of Fame-through t e front 
• door. 
The end of a long campaign 
for Paige's inclusion among the 
hesitation-pitch marvel of: 
Negro Baseball Leag~eSse 
formally inducted with 
others on the porch of 
National Baseball Library. 
• . i 
' " " 'L J 10% Off  
- -  NOW AVAILABLE AT  YOUR 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND ON ALL OUTBOARDS , __~°"'c'c°°" 
,,.,., .o.o.o.,,.s  v.tnruae 
"KEYSTONE" Filler Sheets IN STOCK 
' Evinrud.e's T r iumph. . . .  Z/~'wU~;:: °~.  _ . ,  ~.,~=~=~l~ no  
withmarg in  ' _,...,r.-_,~.-.--- - . .  inw.nmf,  n,= ' __bU. " 
- .  Reg. Pr ice  $1.5S ~ PACKAGE n ~ V  i V ~  ~lWi~l i inv    -dnd gY2hpSportwin, The most powerful 
: in its class--the most 
" Now, no one : popular in any class. 
IDEAL STUDY' MATES IN NARROW : sells it short. 
AND WIDE-RULED 
5-40 PAGE 
EXERCISE  BOOKS 89 PACKAGE i 
'Lauretian' Brand Colored Pencils 
8 BR ILL IANT 
COLOURS 
REG. 98c ,89 
Vinyl-Clad School Bags 
LONG-WEARING CONSTRUCTION WITH V INYL  BUMPER EDGING.  
REMOVABLE SHOULDER STRAP.  
LOCK AND KEY .  ABOUT 
15X 101/2 X 31/2 " i c  k -  
INCHES ~ EACH.  ' 
Hiiroy "Duo-Tangs  Covers  
3-HOLE:  
S ASSTD. COLOURS . a l  
5,or ,98 
Here's' the most popular fishing motor made. And no 
wonder. The Sportwin develops, 9½ horsepower from 15 
cu. in. That's power enough to plane 3 fishermen and their 
gear. Yet, it's only 34 inches high. You fish over it, not 
around it. It'll fit in the trunk of most mini-cars. And, Sport, 
win has all Evinrude's deluxe features, including twist-grip 
throttle, full gearshift and thermostatic temperature control. 
See it now. 
In three years, the 60 hp Triumph has become the most 
popular outboard in the Evinrude line - -  surpassing even 
the popularity of the small fishing motors. An unprece- 
dented success. Try the Triumph and you'll know why. Its 
"loop-charged" fueling and power-pulse exhaust tuning 
give it the performance of larger outboards. And its lu:~ury 
equipment'is the match of the biggest and best of them'. 
Stop in our showroom and see the new Triumloh 60. 
YAM ~ HA MIN I -ENDURO/ JT I J  
The fun bike for street use. Beautifully designeU for the beginner or the 
experienced cyclist. Larger and brighter head lamp and tail light with 
flashers that can be seen both day and night for extra safety. The Compact 
size, instant acceleration and smooth cruising are but a few of the many 
features of the JT1 -J. 
YAMAHA 125/A'1r1.c 
The Endure style for excellence. This 125 class bil~e has performance 
features matched only by its streamlined beauty. The powerhouse engine 
is complemented by other outstanding qualities.such as bigger and 
brighter head'lamp anid tail light, separate speedometer•and tachometer, 
and instant primary kick starting. 
Hilroy "Girl Talk" Gamineries BUILDING SUPPLIES AUGUST 13, "11, 14 
(oM~L~ ~( .~ Aspenite $366 h"*"" (  '°m $4.77 FEATURES:  1 ONE .... Embossed Teak 
- INCH RING BINDER I V.Groove 4 x 8 Sheet. ,. 
1- COIL MEMO B O K 1  - PADDED k o f f  So~ S l  n98  ply5lB" 4x8Sheeto0d Ea . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... l Fi stain .............. 
"'"" Ic " . . . . .  ~ r ~ "'" 0=1} O P'~-""A 
• • t /4"Factory  Grade  4 x 8 Sheet . . . . . . . .  Red or  Green 4 x 8 Sheet . . . . . . .  
¢ 
Ig / I I  " "  
"Wine Buy" Brand, Lead ,/~Pene,ls ~,.~, Agr icu l tu re  .,.,,.v.i .,,,,,,..1, ~.,.,...,,~,,,.~.., 
" '  .T  " ." t,W, g~r~ F ,LIZER ~ E 
Of f  ,/" 
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